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Over the past four years,
more than one million
households have
switched to Dodge
trucks* We suspect the
505 lb-ft of torque
available with the high
output Cummins Turbo
Diesel Ram helps pull
them in.
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It has big, burly tires, 17"wheels,
and a beefed-up suspension.
Dodge Ranm Offroadster A truck
whose credentials go far deeper
than decals.

From the beginning, Dodge Ram has exhibited a healthy
disregard for the rules of convention. It led the way with new
full-size pickup conveniences, capabilities, and -dare we
say -even style. Today, many of the innovations Dodge Ram
brought to full-size pickups are considered absolute musts
in the segment. Lead. And let the others follow That's

Dodge Ram's attitude.

Dodge Ram Different.
800-4-A-DODGE or www.4adodge.coin

Always use seat belts. Remember; children 12 and under in the front seat only

with the passenger airbag turned off Properly secure all cargo. Mopar*
accessories shown optional. *Based on registration data from The Polk

Company for US. households owning/leasing a truck and then buying/leasing
a new competitive one during the 1996-1999 calendar Years.
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From the Pen of Andrew Sansom

*

Loved reading Rick Bass' lovely piece about his father's farm, which you will find in this

issue. Matter of fact, I've read it over and over, as my mother grew up on such a farm in

Alabama and we went there every summer to visit my grandparents.

My grandmother taught me to fish in the big pond they built over the hill from the house
and barns, and she made the best jam from wild plums we picked for her along the fence

lines. The first time

It was there that

our family bonded

in a way not

possible in any

other setting.

It was there that

we came to know

the relationship of

people and the

land up close and

personal.

I can remember really feeling like a grown up was when my grandfather

let me go out alone in the twilight and bring in the cows for milking. He

taught me how to slap the rubber boots he gave me with a stick to drive

the herd back from the pasture to the dairy.

I regret that the farm was sold, like so many, after grandpa died and

my own children never had the chance to experience it as I did, or as

Rick Bass' daughters did in South Texas. For it was there that our family

bonded in a way not possible in any other setting. It was there that we

came to know the relationship of people and the land up close and

personal.

My mother, too, has passed away, but I know that her simple

upbringing, her absolute connection to the land, and her love of plants

and animals was passed on to my kids through a power that overcame

the fact that they never got there. And so, even though she is gone, the

legacy of the farm is still in our family. I cannot visit a stock tank, a hay

meadow, or a barn without her coming back to me as if she were

standing right beside me or down on her knees working the garden.

Today, the joys of the farm are beyond the experience of most people

in Texas because, for the majority of us, the connection to family-owned

agricultural land is no longer there.

That is why we must never give up the fight to create alternative

experiences on the rural landscape for families now living mostly in the cities of Texas and for

those who continue to come.

The values to be found in such precious places are within our power to provide. We need

only to commit ourselves to the task while they are still there to save.

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE MISSION STATEMENT:
To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas

for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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Focus on the Lone Star State
The stunning images of

Wyman Meinzer with text

y Ray Sasser

As much

a part of the Rolling
Plains as the coyote or the

roadrunner. Wyman Meinzer is a study in

contrasts. He is equally at ease at a state dinner in the

Governor's Mansion or a chuck wagon dinner on a working

cattle ranch. A naturalist, historian and self-taught photographer, no one

as captured Texas vistas like this native son. Those who know his work know that

Meinzer is an artist as unique as the great state itself. With text by Ray Sasser, Eyes on Texas

reveals the essence ofa Texas treasure while showcasing in spectacular color over 200 of Meinzer's

most stunr ng images. 228 pages, 11'/%" x 12", hardbour d. S60.

Other grec: books by Vknan Meinzer and Ray Sasser..

Austi:
Foca Point Plaotraphy Gallery
8566Researc-3 rd (Hwy 183) 78758
5/12-58-6341 83J-34 DCCKS
www.focal-part:iaet

Corp s Ctristi
Frarre Factor, & Gllery
30 Ptrkdale Ph. 78/11
61]-5 1-005'

Lore Star GIL--
833 Saratop

Suite494 7y113
=61 c93-795

De las
Ctllectors Covey
15 Highland Park village 75205
2 4-521-7880 800-52t-24~3
owww.collectorscovey.com

Fr tncswood
F-iendswood Frame and Gater
150 South Friendswood Drite 77546
21-482-2202 800-804-22-2
%wwyw.friendswoodframe.cor-

AS BOOK DEAL ERS
Ga/reston

Don Rouse's Wjiklife Galler;
2314 Strand 77556
409-763-1391
8000-382-5467

Hovston
Gallery a: Midlane
2500 Midlane #7 77(-27
713-626-'449 800-553-9449
Hakco. Ltd.
10555 NW Freway
Suite 148 77092
713-686-2020

The Kipling Company
P1o. Box 22473 77227
713-528-2719
Story Sloae, wildlife Art G 0/erv
2616 Fondrer 7706?
i137 t2-5011 7/3-782-5048 Fax
wwwosloaneoallery.com

Rotdp rt
Frame of Mire Gallerv
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361-729-0967

San Antonio
Greenhouse Gallery
2218 Breezewood 78209
210-828-6491 800-453-891
www.greenhousegallery com
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Charlie's Gallern
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The OUTDOOR MAGAZINE of TEXAS

A staff writer at the Ausnrio
Chronicle since 1989, Robert
Bryce writes frequently about poli-

tics, t le environment, basiness and.
othe: issues. His work has

appeared in the New York Times,
U.S. Vews and W-orid Retorr,

Salon.comz and the Texas Observer.
When hes not wr tumwg Bryce spends much of his free time
hiking and bircwat hing on Austin's Barton Creek and
swinmming in Parton Springs For this month's a-ticle on
porcupines, his first for Texas )arlsa C Wld/e, Bryce spent
hourS reading about the habits and history of the guilly
redent. He even lea-ned a ricdle for his children, Mary, 7,
anid Michael, 5. Q: W at did the young porcupine say
whxen it backed into a cactuss A: Is that vou, mom?

Wendy Hodges is :urrently work-
ir g on her Ph.D. in the Schocl of
Biological Scier ces -t tie Un:versity

o-Texas at Austin. Her resear-h is
o:- the natural history and compar-
atve ecology of home lizards
throughout North America. She
spent a year in 'Mexico conducting

a 'f~~ 1

field work and had also worked on horned lizards in Texas,
Arizona and Califoruia. In adcition to her research, she
w works in the Sectior of Integ-ative Biology as an assistant
instructor for general eatomcl:agy, teaching undergraduate
students how to collect and identify insects. In November
1 ±90, she helped found the Horned Lizard Conservation
Society (P.O. Box 122, Austin Texas 78767), a rational
o-ganization dedicated to horned lizard research and preser-
vation. Her work has been featured in the Wal!S street
Jcrrnal, Smithsonian magazine, Reptiles! magazine and on
A3C World News Tonight.
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Picks, Pans and Probes from Previous Issues

HANK YOU, READERS, FOR THE MANY RECIPES you have sent us -
some which are printed here in our holiday wild harvest issue. Your
recipes are worthy of a cookbook, in their own right; I only wish we

could have printed them all!
This multicultural game cuisine idea began nearly three years ago, when I

first met TPW Large Game Program Manager Jerry Cooke and we discussed
the many ethnic origins of Texas' wild game cuisine.

Robb Walsh brings the idea to fruition with an eclectic sampling of some of
the diverse cuisines that make both Texas' culture and Texas' cookery a melting
pot. In Texas, you can get it all fresh - from Texas ranch-style and classic
American Southern to Vietnamese, Thai, Czech, German, Irish and a host of
others as well as the Mexican, Cajun, Alsatian, Lebanese and French influences
Walsh highlights in this issue. Those of us who enjoy wild harvest express
ourselves and our diverse heritage in the kitchen and find a common ground in
that most elemental of elements, food.

As we close out another year, it seemed fitting that I share a treasured family
recipe with all of you who have so kindly shared with us. It is neither fish nor
game, and guaranteed to please hunters and nonhunters alike!

MAMAW GRACE'S JAM CAKE

Ingredients:
1 cup butter
2 cups sugar
3 eggs
%2 cup strong black coffee
%2 cup red wine, port or orange
juice
1 cup buttermilk
2 tsp. soda

Directions:

2 tsp. cinnamon
2 tsp. cloves
2 tsp. nutmeg
4 cups flour
1 lb. raisins
1 cup homemade peach preserves
1 cup homemade blackberry jam,
with seeds

Cream butter and sugar; add eggs and beat well. Beat in coffee and wine, port
or orange juice. Sift 3½2 cups flour with spices and add alternating with
buttermilk mixed with soda. Dust raisins with remaining 1/2 cup flour; fold in
raisins and preserves gently; add jam last. Bake in greased and floured tube cake
pan at 325° for an hour and 50 minutes, or until a broomstraw comes out
clean. When completely cooled, frost with caramel icing.

CaramelIcing:

/2 cup butter
1 cup brown sugar

/4 cup milk
3 cups sifted powdered sugar

Combine first three ingredients and bring to a boil for two minutes, stirring
constantly. Remove from heat and gradually add powdered sugar, stirring until
smooth. Glaze cake and store in a tin in a cold place.

Thank you, from us all, for another wonderful year in your service.

QUAIL OR DOVE WITH RICE
Ingredients:

8 quail or doves (about 2 pounds)

4 bacon strips, halved

2'2 cups chicken broth

%2 cup sliced green onions

/2 cup minced fresh parsley

1 cup long grain rice (uncooked)

1 cup shredded carrots

½2 tsp. salt

4 tsp. lemon pepper seasoning

Directions:
In a large skillet, over medium heat,
cook bacon until partially done.
Remove bacon and drain, reserving two
teaspoons of drippings. Brown quail in
drippings. Remove and keep warm.
Saute carrots, onions and parsley in
drippings until tender. Add broth, rice,
salt and lemon pepper; bring to a boil.
Place quail over rice and place one
bacon strip on each. Reduce heat, cover
and simmer for 25 to 30 minutes, or
until rice is tender and quail is cooked.

YiehL 4 servings.

Russell Ogburn
Huntsville

BBQ MARINATED TERIYAKI
PINEAPPLE DOVE DISH

Directions:

Slice dove breasts vertically into separate
pieces (almost). Soak in water overnight
in refrigerator. Drain and place doves in
cake pan or casserole dish. Cut small
chunks of pineapple and place into
slices of breasts. Completely submerge
breasts in teriyaki sauce marinade.
Refrigerate 1 hour or more. Place dish
or pan on grill and cover for 45 minutes
to one hour over low heat until teriyaki
caramelizes. Remove cover and let the
smoky aroma flavor the meat.

Shannon Sare
Leun svm//e

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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MAIL CALL

ROAST GOOSE WITH
GARLIC, ONION AND SAGE
STUFFING

Ingredients:

4 cup (/2 stick) unsalted butter
2 small onions, finely chopped
2 celery stalks, diced
5 garlic cloves, chopped
1 1 4 -ounce bag cubed herbed

stuffing mix
11/2 tsp. rubbed or ground sage
3/4 tsp. salt
V2 tsp. dried oregano, crumbled
%2 tsp. dried thyme, crumbled
1/2 tsp. pepper
/2 tsp. Italian seasoning

2 eggs, beaten to blend
1 cup chicken stock or broth
11- to 13-pound goose, fat

removed from cavity
1 lemon, halved
3 bacon slices

Directionsfor stuffing
Melt butter in heavy, large skillet over
medium heat. Add onions, celery and
garlic and saute until soft, about eight
minutes. Combine stuffing mixture,

sage, salt, oregano, thyme, pepper and HEALTHY PAN-GRILLED FISH
Italian seasoning in large bowl. Stir in
onion mixture and eggs. Add stock and ingredients:
mix well. Set aside. fish fillets, boneless

olive oil

insidechopped onion

fresh ginger (optional)
salt

Directionsfor goose:mced garc

Preheat oven to 450°. Rinse goose
inside and out; pat dry with paper
towel. Rub goose inside and out with
halved lemon; season goose with salt

pepperand pepper. Fill main cavity and neck
cavity loosely with stuffing. Run fingers
between breast meat and skin to loosen
skin. Place bacon slices under breast
skin. Wrap goose in cheesecloth. Place
goose on rack in large roasting pan.
Roast goose 30 minutes. Reduce heat
to 350° and continue roasting until
meat thermometer inserted into
thickest part to thigh registers 180°
degrees, basting every 20 minutes with
pan juices, about 1 hour 20 minutes.
(Place stuffing in covered baking dish
in oven during last 40 minutes.)
Remove cheesecloth. Transfer goose to
platter. Pass stuffing separately.

Yield: 6 servings

Mike Flannigan
Houston

2*

Directions:

Lightly coat fillets with olive oil and
season with salt and pepepr. Heat non-
stick frying pan (around medium-high
depending on type of stove). Add
onion, garlic, ginger and just enough
oil to keep from sticking. Cook just
long enough for the onions to get
tender. Add fillets and cook with

ingredients, flipping once just till fish if
flaky, but do not overcook. Heat
should be as hot as possible without
burning onions. You will be able to

adjust after a couple of fillets. Keep
adding onions, garlic and ginger as you
go, cooking as many fillets as needed.
Serve immediately with your favorite
side dishes. Note: Any type offsh works
well (bass, trout, redflsh, etc.) but catfish
seems to get tough due to texture of meat.

Edie Salge
Austin

LOWFAT OVEN-FRY CATFISH

Ingredients:

catfish fillets
milk or beaten eggs and milk

pepper sauce and or similar sauces

salt

pepper
cornmeal

spices (red pepper, cumin, etc.)
non-stick cooking spray

Directions:

Dip fillets in milk or other mixture to
which pepper sauce or other sauce has
been added, if desired. Then dip fillets
in cornmeal to which has had salt,
pepper, and other spices added, if
desired. Place in baking pan that has
been coated with non-stick cooking
spray. Also coat top part of fillets with

spray. Bake at 500° for 15-30 minutes.
No turning or basting needed.

Nora Butler
Columbus

U D E C E M BE R 2000 U



MAIL CALL

SOUTHWEST SNAPPER

Ingredients:

1 pound red snapper
2 cup Pace picante sauce

1 medium tomato, chopped

4 cup sliced green onions
4 cup chopped cilantro or parsley

%4 cup sliced ripe olives
lime wedges

Directions:

Place fish in shallow baking dish.
Sprinkle with salt and pepper to taste.
Cover, and bake at 4000 or until fish
flakes when tested with a fork, about
ten minutes per inch of thickness.
Spoon picante sauce evenly over fish.
Top with tomato and green onions.
Bake uncovered until heated through,
about five minutes. Sprinkle with
cilantro or parsley and olives. Serve
with lime wedges and additional
picante sauce.

Yield: 4 servings

Diana Phillips
Austin

RYAN FALLS' GRILLED FISH

Directions:

Melt one pound butter and mix in
one-eighth cup of each: garlic powder,
chili powder, paprika, soy sauce and
Worcestershire sauce. Lay fish on grill
(scales on bottom side) and baste every
three to four minutes with mixture.
Shake on a little garlic salt each time
you baste, forming a crust on the fish.
For best flavor, cook until well done,
when natural fish oil is cooked out, at
least 30 minutes. (Soaking mesquite
chips in water for a few minutes before
putting in barbecue pit will cause fire
to burn slower).

Rosemary Falls
Waco

CHOWDER

Ingredients:

4 slices bacon
i2 cup thinly sliced celery
4 cup sliced green onions

2 cups peeled, cubed red potatoes
(3 medium; 4" cubes)

1 can ready-to-serve chicken broth
(14 -ounce can)

1/2 tsp. celery seed
N tsp. dried dill weed

4 tsp. salt

%8 tsp. pepper
3 T. all-purpose flour

2 cups milk

1 /2 pounds fish or shellfish, skin
removed, cut into 1-inch pieces

2 cups half and half, or for richer
chowder use whipping cream

1 60/2-ounce can minced clams

(do not drain)
1 10-ounce package finely chopped

spinach, defrosted and drained
(fresh is good)

Note: You can use various kinds offish
(cod, perch, halibut, crappie, catfish, etc.)
or shellfish (oysters, crab, clams) in
combination or alone. Forget the calories!
Serve with a goodsourdough French
bread and a hearty red wine.

Directions:

In a six-quart Dutch oven or stockpot,
brown bacon until crisp. Drain, saving
two teaspoons of drippings. Set bacon
aside. Add celery and onion to
drippings. Sir constantly for three to
five minutes over medium heat. Stir in
potatoes, broth, dill weed, celery seed,
salt and pepper. Simmer uncovered 10-
15 minutes or until potatoes are tender.
Combine flour and milk. Blend until
smooth. Stir into broth mixture. Bring
to boil over medium heat, then reduce
heat to low. Add fish or shellfish.
Simmer three minutes, stirring often.
Add bacon, cream, clams and spinach.
Cook over low heat (do not boil) five
minutes. Enjoy!

Yield: 6-8 servings

Dale Briggs
Placerville, CA

RANCH/ONION BAKED
CATFISH

Ingredients:

catfish fillers
Hidden Valley Ranch dressing
canned French-fried onion rings
Lawry's seasoning salt
powdered red pepper

Directions:

Crush the onion rings. Sprinkle fillets
sparingly with seasoning salt and to
taste with powdered red pepper. Dip
fillets in the dressing. Bread fillets with
the crushed onion rings. Place in a
baking pan, either greased or sprayed

,/

Start your Day
the Texana Way
Only the best mount Ln-grown rabica -eans

gto in our great tasting coffees that are rich
in flavor and aroma. Texana Coffee..

The Smooth Taste cf Southerr_ Hospitality.

Texana Gourmet Coffee
(888) 845-0853 www.texar-acigarcom
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A tranquil winte respite awaits you in
the Texas Hill Country River Region.
Hike the -ugged hillsides, enjcy the
,iastas from you- perch atop a horse,
discover treasures in ant que and gift
shops or simply curl up by the li-e at
one of our dozens of cabins, B&Bs,
;uest ranches or motels Call :oday
-Dr a free visitor packet!

800/210-0380 , www.lhcrr.com
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H A I L CALL

with non-stick coating. Bak
preheated oven at 375° for
minutes, longer if fillets are

DEER ROAST

Ingredients:

5- 6- pound venison roast
%2 cup cracked pepper
I Tbsp. tomato paste

%2 tsp. garlic powder
1 tsp. paprika
1 cup soy sauce

% cup red wine vinegar
1 Tbsp. cornstarch

Directions:

I use a large shank of a deer
will turn out very tender an
always soak the deer meat ii
water and h cup of vinegar

the 'wild' taste that is distasteu ooe
people. Drain well. Rub pepper
and press in with heel of ha

e in a like your meat spicy you can also use red
about 25 pepper, cracked.
Hc Place in a shallow baking

a all remaining ingredients in
re i lid and shake. Carefully puorrs

and marinate overnight. Re
marinade if desired. Depending
taste, leave to marinate longer
stronger flavor. Bake at 325

ast minutes per pound for mei
best results use a meat thermometer.
one cup water to meat juicesa
for a gravy, or thicken with
cornstarch mixed with 4 c

MARY'S JERKY

for a roast; it Ingredients:

d tasy. I1 roast, venison or elk
-i amixure f 12 hottle soy sauce

to remove /2 bottle Worcestershire
to some 2 bottle Liquid Smoke
over beef 1 Tbsp. garlicand. Ifyou 1 Tbsp. black pepper

Directions:

Partially frozen meat slices the best. You
dish. Place must slice it very thinly to jerk properly.

a jar, place Slice the meat thinly across the grain.
over roast Mix the seasonings together. Rinse and

movefrom dry the meat slices on paper towels. If
on your you like spicy jerky add pepper sauce or

for cracked peppercorns to the seasonings.
0 for 20 Place the meat slices in a marinating dish

hum-are.For or large zipper bag. Pour the seasonings
.Add over the meat to cover completely. For

after baking best flavor, marinate the meat all night.
one teaspoon Heat the oven to warm or 150°. Lay
up meat strips on a baking sheet and place

Rhoda Harper in oven. Leave in oven overnight or 12

Sumner hours. Check and turn strips every few
hours. Remove when completely dry. Do
not allow them to become too crisp. The
best method is to use a food dehydrator
though an oven also works well.

My family begs for jerky!

sauce Mary Magnuson

Sumner

(Continued on page 66)
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t) Southern Star Pendant
Sapphire (PD-067) S1250.00

2) Southern Star Earrings

6 Sapphire (ER-025) S1650.00

41.3) Evening Star Pendant
Blue Topaz-0.10ct Diamond

The Bluebonnet 65. (PD-018) S625.00

Collection 1 4) Octagon Snake Chain
18kt Gold, Sapphires, Diamonds, and 18 inches (CH-006-18) S250.00
exotic Green Garnets.

Pendant
18 Chain
Earrings
Ring

S 1550.00
S 175.00
S 2250.00
S 1800.00

9) Solitaire Star Pendant
8ct Blue Topaz S375.00

65) Longhorn Pendant 8135.00
9.

Limited Edition
Longhorn RingsTo Order:

in Austin: 458-8259 set with cne and Diamonds

or 1-800-299-5475 x KG e"u 66) Small Ring s1095.00

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 1802 West Koenig Lane - Austin,Tx 78756 67) Large Ring 8195.00
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LINDA ILSE CAN'T HELP

herself. F:: the last three

years, the doctoral candidate

f om Okkaoma State

University has spent much

of her free time combing

through the rocky, cactus-

r-dden lands of Kickapoo

Cavern State Park satisfying

her obsession with porcupines.

And while Kickapoo's
pinon pires are a porcupine's

favorite snack food, Ilse is

finding she doesn't have

to travel al~ the way to

Prackertvle in order to find

her prickly prey. For decades,

porcupires have been con-

fined to tie arid regions of

the Trans-?ecos. But today

they are sowing up across

the state, from Zapata County

Biologists - and vets - are noticing a sharp
in::rease in porcupines across the state.

in the scuta to Austin to

Paris in c northeast. One

?orcupi-ie was recently found
dead on a highway 60 miles
east of Dal as.

Although biologists are

welcoming the resurgence of

:he anirrals, they don't have

ar easy explanaton for it.

'We don't xnow why they

ar- expand ng," says Paul

Robertson, a conservation

scientist with Texas Parks

ar d Wildlie. "But they are

:einhabiting range that

F

they previously ozzupied."

Robertson thinks ta: the

animals may have been h_: by

disease and began dying cf£

Nov., with large predators

like -he mountain lion -n low

numbers, porcu:ines have an

easier time surviving =n thei:

old haunts.

If the old joke aboat

camels being horses

designed by a committee

has any verity, :hen surely

the porcupine was designed

by cartoonists. A wacky-

looking solitary arimal with

short legs and long quills,

the porcupine is anomalous

among :odents. While o-her

rodents measure gesta-ion

times in weeks and give

birth to numerous young,

the porcupine gestates its

young fir seven mont-s,
at the end of which it bears

just one offspring. Other

rodents, like rats and mice,

begin breeding within a -ew

weeks of birth. Porcupines

don't become reproductively

active until their second

year. "That's unheard of for

a rodent," says Ilse. In acdi-

tion, Ilse and other experts
have begun noticing that,
unlike crher animals, the

porcupine increases its range
(Continued or page 13)
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Water
Hyacinth

Woes
The latest weapon

against an aquatic

exotic is one even

Arnold Schwarzenegger

could be proud of
the Terminator.

ATERHYACINTH is

beautiful but

deadly. With a
lovely scent and showy purple

flowers, early 19th-century

gardeners couldn't resist

placing these South American

floaters in their water gardens.

Waterhyacinth easily escaped

into public waterways, spread

throughout the southeast

U.S., and is currently one

of the most problematic

inexpensive, effective and

easy to use. However, citizen

groups increasingly voice their

concerns over herbicide use,

particularly where drinking

water is involved. "We were

trying to find alternative

means to control vegetation

without using chemicals,"

says David Stewart of the

Texas-wide Sensible

Management of Aquatic

Resources Team (SMART),

a coalition of 20 bass

clubs, clean water and air

organizations and conserva-

tion organizations. "We want

chemicals to be the last thing

used, not the first."

Enter the Terminator, a

five-ton machine that whacks

up waterhyacinth faster than

you can say "alien species."

The Terminator drives a blade

over hyacinth at a rate of 12
to four acres per hour, and

the chopped plants drift to

the bottom of the lake. TPW

and local water authorities

now use the Terminator as

4 / o

ibia 1ii wtryacinth coesLake ILivingston.

alien species in Texas.

Waterhyacinth creates thick

mats over water bodies, out-

competing native vegetation.

Boaters can't access their

favorite fishing holes, and

low oxygen conditions can

lead to fish kills.
Historically, herbicides were

a quick fix for vegetation

control because they are

one alternative to broad-based

herbicide application. The
machine works only on

waterhyacinth, but its inven-

tor, David Penny, is

researching a new blade that

could make it effective on

the hydrilla, another ubiqui-

tous alien plant.

In 1998 and 1999, Penny
"terminated" hyacinth on

25 miles of the lower Rio
Grande, parts of which were

entirely clogged. "It was like

a sewer," he says. The work

"totally changed the ecology

of that river. It's not quite

pristine, but you can see

eight to 10 feet now."

Wildlife has returned. The

Terminator has also helped

control hyacinth on lakes

Conroe, Texana, Corpus

Christi, Livingston and,

most recently, Caddo.

TPW initiated the Aquatic

Vegetation Management

Task Force, which recom-

mends using the least toxic

vegetation control methods

before more toxic ones like

herbicides. "You can't put a

price on people's health or

the environment," says

Stewart. However, TPW

Desert Survival
Move over, Survivor. David
Alloway is the real thing.

biologist Mark Webb warns

that mechanical control

isn't a catchall answer.

"Mechanical shredders are

expensive to operate," says

Webb. "They don't work

well in shallow water, or in

areas with stumps, trees,

and boat docks."

Compared with giant

salvinia, the latest aquatic

nightmare, hyacinth

infestations may be consid-

ered minor. Introduced in

Texas in 1998, this kudzu
vine of the aquatic realm

can grow a new infestation

from a single leaf fragment.

Its prolific propagation may

make mechanical control

difficult to impossible.

Engineers may just have

to create Terminator 2.

- Wendee Holtcamp

If you're ever lost in the desert, you'd better

hope you have one thing along: David

Alloway. Named "the nation's leading desert .
survival instructor" by Outside magazine,
Alloway is the lead instructor at Big Bend
Ranch State Park Wilderness Survival

School and director of David Alloway's Skills of

Survival School in Terlingua. In 1996 he became the first
non-Australian to compete in the 200-kilometer Pilbara Trek

in Western Australia, considered by many to be the toughest
survival course in the world open to civilians.

If you can't have Alloway, the next best thing is his new
book, Desert Survival Skills. Written for the advanced desert

survivalist, this humorous and highly detailed book covers
the essentials like how to find water, how to orient yourself
without a compass, and how to build a shelter and make a
fire. It also delves into topics not normally covered, like vehicle

repairs and how to make weapons
(we warned you - it's for macho

survival types).
In the end, though, "The brain is

the best survival tool," he says. "Keep
it alert, in the shade, in control, and

be prepared to improvise.

- Elaine Robbins
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(Continued from page 11)

by sending out juvenile

females. "In most mammal

cultures, it's the male juve-

niles who leave," she says.

But all of those oddities

endear the animal to the

zoologist, who is doing her

dissertation on the animals'

feeding habits. And she is
quick to remind anyone

who will listen that porcu-

pines are not dangerous -

except, of course, to curious

dogs, who often end up

with a snout full of quills in

return for their curiosity.

To track the animals with

radio collars, Ilse captures

them by setting traps or by

scampering up trees armed

with a pole equipped with
a syringe loaded with anes-

thetic. Once the animal is

sedated, she lowers it to

the ground. And how does

she handle them? "Very

carefully," she explains with

a chuckle. So far, she hasn't

been impaled by a single

quill. The secret? "Welders'

gloves," she responds. "And

I always grab them by

the tail."

So for all you porcupine-

watchers out there, keep

those welders' gloves ready.

Porcupines may be coming

to a neighborhood near you.

- Robert Bryce

SINKINDN
The marshes of

Galveston Island

State Park have

been subsiding at an

astounding rate.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,

the land under

Galveston Island

State Park is sinking. Oil

and gas drilling in the area

has caused a lowering of the

surface over the years, resulting

in the literal drowning of the

biologically rich marshlands

north of the road that bisects

the park.

When Texas Parks and

Wildlife took over control

of the area in the early

1970s, the park had about

1,000 acres of marshes -

systems critical to fisheries and

important habitat for shore-

birds, waterfowl and other

water birds, and migratory

songbirds. But by the early

1990s, the area's recreational

fishermen began reporting

that these marshes seemed

Looking for the perfect holiday gift for the outdoor enthusiast in

your family? Making a New Year's resolution to see the sights

of Texas? Whatever the reason, the Texas Conservation Passport
is just right for the season. The passport gives holders one

year of free entry to state parks and wildlife management areas.
It also provides access to restricted public and private land, as
well as opportunities to join exclusive wilderness outings, field

trips and nature tours. Members also receive a newsletter and

calendar of events, free historical park tours and discounts. Best

of all, you'll have the satisfaction of knowing you made a
difference to conservation in Texas. Purchase a $50 Gold
Texas Conservation Passport at Texas state parks or call

800-895-4248 to pay with a credit card.

Galveston State Par €s marshes I-ave been redt ced from

±,o'o acres in the 1970s to oo acres in 1997.

to be disappeari-ig. Analysis

shovec that irdeec the area

had sunk by 12 to 16 inches

over :h: 30-year peroc

between 1960 and t)90.

By 1997 there were, alarm-

ingly; only 10C acres lei.
So state park regional

resource specialist Ted

Holl-ngswor:h swung into

action. He put together a
tas-r r:e with biolog s:s

from Texas Parks and

Wildlife, U.S. _iIsh a-id
Wildlife Service, and other

sta:e and national g-oups.

The goal? To try to halt the

disappearance o the

marshes - and perhaps

even restore same of wha:

hac heei lost

The scientists f nally settled

on a high-tech solut on to

the p-al-em. They cecided

to use a produc: called

Geotube to create hath
wave breaks across the

moat=s of the area's ccves

and to establish protective

terraces raroughout :he atea.

GeotuLes are arge tubes
(201) jee: long and _ 0 feet

in circumference mace
of = porous plastic textile
pumped with sediment

dredged _r_+m :he bay itself.

"The wa-er squirts cut of the

walls of the tube leaving the

sediment behind," says

Hollingswotth. "Because of

ths. :hey are qui:e hard and

stable. They are actualy so
massive that there is very

lit-le possibility that even

a hurricane would rcl: or
displace them."

S nce the project was

completed in May, pa-k

managers have started to

see positive results. Say,s

hocllingswcr-h, "Out ma n

goal was to rep ace the bio-

logical values o_ the area that

had neen lcsr over :he past

30 years." Black sk-n-rmers

have already given the

experiment high mars. At

last ecunt 30C pairs o tbe

bird= were nesting in the

new marsh making tais

area :he largest summerr
colowy in West Galveston

Bay in the past 1C years.
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get more realistic than pellets that produce sound as

the Castaic they rapidly wiggle on the

L URES HAVE UNDER- individually. These 
Crawdad 

retrieve. Similar lures like the
gnsoeaaig expensive hardwood lures new Frenzy ($4.89, Berkley,

transformations in range in size from 800-237-5539) lure group
recent years, with large 7%-inch float- have undergone two years of

the aid of new technology ing/diving jerk baits like White Fi / field tests and fine-tuning
and materials. They now the White Fish Big Jerk Big Jerk before being manufactured

ght up, flash holographic ($18.60, Ukko, 800-846- ($8.99, Castaic, 805- and marketed.
6226) to the tiny 1.2-inch 278-0155). This lure has Scent and taste are
Black Plague Wobbler naturalistic color, a hard tho- also big factors
($9.90, Ukko) sinking bait tax, and replaceable soft tex- in attracting
for ultra-light spin or fly tured head, claws, and tail fish. Some of

castaic crawdad casting. Yo-Zuri of Japan sections. This company also the most

makes another line of high- makes a series of very realis- important

patterns, emit rattling tic swimming fishes that are bait innovations are soft lure
the exact size, shape, designs impregnated or

tolor, and sprayed with odors and fla-

vors ranging from anise oils

to shrimp and earthworm

a f extractions. The Salty Tuba
t wTube ($4.19 per 8-pack,

, Stanley Jigs, 409-876-

intotrn,iith rarefood end lures designed and made
sounds, flutter at precise to high standards of perfr-'

rates, suspend at specific mance and quality.
water depths, and feel and Their new hait, "
smell exactly like something like the Crystal
a fish would eat. Minnow ($8.50, Yo-

But while the point of Zuri, 888-336-9775), havc
most lures is to fool the fish multiple internal rattles, high-
into thinking they are food, ly reflective laser surfaces, >713) series, for example,

Skinnersome artificial lures do not and 3-D lifelike eyes.arsat

snap-in closure. In murky Series are classic examples of
waters or night fishing, these crankbaits that attract by

glowing orbs should prove sound and

attractive to bass, stripers = action. They

and trout.

Some new

lures are 
-_

important innova-

tions on old models. Lit Lure Spinner

To catch wary large- have small rattle
mouths, you probably can't chambers with shot-

look like anything in nature. Among the unique new

They are, instead, intended lures introduced this year are

to induce aggression in the Lit Lure Spinnerbaits
predator fish, causing them to ($6.28, JH Lit Lures, 616-

attack out of anger or defense. 427-7519). These lures have

An entire industry has heads that light up with an

sprung up around the aura from a red or green

making of fishing lures. LED bulb powered by a tiny
Manufacturers continually sealed battery. The battery

research and test new lures, lasts approximately 18 to 24

and competition is fierce. hours and can be turned off

designs are kept top-secret by removing it from its

until they are introduced- Black Plague
Lures are not just big Wobbler

business; they are also works

of art. The Ukko Company
of Finland handcrafts, finish-

es, tests and tunes each lure

texture of several living fresh

and saltwater baitfish.

Luremakers' research has

shown that the low-frequency

sound and motion vibra-

tions sent out by moving
lures is important. Some fish

prefer lots of noise and

movement produced by

buzzbaits like the Strike

King ($2.99, Strike King,
800-467-5873) that skitter

across weedbeds with large

propellers thrashing the water

surface to trigger ambush

attacks from big bass. The

Rat-L-Trap ($4.99, Bill
Lewis, 318-487-0352) 2000

Salty Tuba Tube

K

It is common for anglers to

spray traditional hardbaits

with special attractants.

The shake, rattle, and roll

of lures continues each sea-

son with new and improved

variations. Supernatural in

their dazzling colors, forms,

and flash, they may in the

end be designed to catch

anglers as often as fish.
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HILE YOU'RE

watching summer

skies and praying

for rain, you can prepare for

what to do once the rain gets

here. Texans are capturing

and storing rainwater in

increasing numbers. A very

old technology - rainwater

harvesting - is reviving in

the face of contemporary

concerns about water con-

servation and pollution.

The technique is especially

appropriate for rural areas

where no municipal water

is available. From simple

$50 rainbarrels to $10,000

high-tech systems, there are

numerous options available

to collect water onsite for

self-sufficient household use.

In East Texas, normal

rainfall can be sufficient to

fill all household needs, but

in drier West Texas, collected

rainwater should be viewed

mostly as a supplemental

source. Central Texas is

currently the epicenter of

this movement back to the

future. In the Hill Country,
you can still occasionally

spot a stone cistern from the

19th century, or a galvanized

steel tank sitting beside an old

weathered barn. But today's

storage tanks are more apt to

be polypropylene, fiberglass,

ferro-cement, or concrete.

For drinking water, it is

necessary to first channel

rainfall off your roof through

filtering and purification

systems before sending it to

storage. Given all the costs, a

rainwater system for drinking

' f i

This Austin &-me has been retrofitted uwth an eye-,leasing n;.';rcn 'cr

collecting systs-n.

water is generally not eco-

nomical where city water is

available. However, if the

alternative is wells where the

groundwater is of uncertain

availability, brackish or

"hard," then rainwater

harvesting -nay be a good

option. These systems can

wholly or partially meet

household needs with potable

water of outstanding quality,
frequently a: costs compara-

ble to drilling a well.

If you desire supplemental

water for your lawn and

landscape reeds only, then

you can dispense with purifi-

cation systems. Even with

access to city water, you can

still save on water bills by

placing rainbarrels under

your roof downspouts to

collect water for lawn and

garcen needs. Large com-

mercial projects are getting

inte the act. too in some

cases using stormwater

runoff from parking lots to

water thei: landscapir g.

The City of Austin is the

orly utility in the state that

currently offers rebates on

the cost of rainbarrels to

their residenial customers.

With rainwater, the need

for expensive wate: softeners

is eiminate. Water heaters

arc pipes last longer. Many

swear by h: taste, even

ccnpared to treated city tap

water. It i. virtually sodium-

free, a plus fur these on

restricted Jets. Rainwater

is cnly slightly acidic, with

a pH of nea- zero.

Chlorine Dleach often

gets used for a cheap and

-

w

easy disinfection method.

Also available are filters,

ultraviolet light, ozonation

and reverse osmosis as

approved, chemical-free

means of treating rainwater.

For a total reliance on

rainwater, the Texas Water

Development Board says it is

'imperative that you employ
best conservation practices

to ensure a year-round

water supply." These include

water-saving appliances

and using native, drought-

tolerant plants for lawns.

In their booklet

Rainwater Collectingfor the

Mechanically Challenged,
Suzy Banks and Richard

Heinichen supply simple
formulas for you to deter-

mine how much water you
can collect, given the size of

your roof and the average
annual rainfall in your area.

Appropriate system-sizing and
conservation is important

to get you through a period

of low rainfall. Should the

need arise, your storage

tank can take deliveries from

a water truck. Otherwise,

just pray for rain.

More information is

available in TWDBs booklet
Texas Guide to Rainwater

Harvesting, available at

<www.twdb.state.tx.us>, or

call512-463-7955. To order
Rainwater Collection for the

Mechanically Challenged,

send $15 + $3 shopping and
handling to PO. Box 1541,
Dripping Springs, TX78620;
<www.rainwatercollection.com>
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depressions. Because they are often not

economical to farm, playas are frequently

left undisturbed throughout the year.

Ranchers allow many playas to go

ungrazed. The resulting plant growth

provides nesting cover and protection

from predators. Surrounding fields of

wheat, alfalfa, corn, sorghum and sun-

flowers provide ample sources of food

when combined with the playas' plants.

Each December, anyone driving

through areas around Hockley, Nazareth,

Muleshoe, Hart or Dimmitt, to name

just a few places, can easily spot groups

of hunters walking across open fields.

With five to 10 yards between persons,

groups of hunters walk in unison from

one end of a chosen area to the other in

an effort to flush the majestic birds. The

theory is that the string of hunters will

come upon each bird in that given area

and force it to take off in flight. But as

anyone who has ever hunted pheasants

knows, this is a rule the birds regularly

fail to follow. A wise old bird that has

experienced hunting pressure before will

more than likely choose running over

flying. The really smart ones will run to

the side rather than straight away from

the approaching hunters. Of course,

there are also those birds that don't run

or fly. They just stay tucked down under

a tuft of grass or stubble and let the visu-

ally challenged hunters walk right past.

Despite their magnificent coloring, the

roosters are still surprisingly difficult to

see on the ground when they remain still.

A close-working flushing dog is

invaluable when hunting CRP land.

Pheasants can sprint for hundreds of

yards through tunnels beneath thigh-high

grass hunters can barely wade through. A

dog can submarine through the tangle

and put birds hunters would never find

on their own into the air.

To a novice, an open expanse of

endless corn stubble may look less than

promising for finding birds. It is that very

field, though, that is prime territory. The

waste grain littering that field is like a

concentrated batch of pheasant candy.

The birds leave CRP land or other cover

early in the morning and head into the

harvested fields to feed. Local farmers

and ranchers can often provide tips on

where they've seen birds feeding. Though

recently cut grain fields and CRP

lands are typical areas to hunt, brush

surrounding abandoned farm buildings,
weeds along roads and fencerows, and

railroad rights of way are also good

places to check for these wily birds.

The wide-open nature of the region's

Ranc erS allow

any playas to go

ungrazed, and the

resulting plant

growth provides

pheasants nesting

cover and protection

from predators.

terrain and the tendency of the birds to

run or hide make it difficult for a single

hunter or even a pair to cover an area of

land effectively. Groups of six to 10 or

even more hunters are better able to herd

the birds and pressure them into flushing.

The use of vehicles to drop off and

retrieve hunters at the ends of fields is

a great time saver and eliminates many
miles of walking in a day's hunt. First,

a few hunters are dropped off at the far

end of a chosen section of land to serve

as "blockers." Their presence keeps the

birds from running down the rows away
from the approaching hunters and into

the next field. Once the blockers are in

place, the rest of the group begins the

pursuit from the other end of the field.

Safety is always an issue with a group
of hunters in close proximity. Hunters

must shoot only at birds directly in front

of them in their "zone of fire." As the

walkers near the blockers, both groups

must refrain from shooting at low-flying

birds. When dogs are present, shots

should be taken only after pheasants rise

above the horizon.

Shooters must also identify the bird's

sex before it gets out of range. Only the
brilliantly colored, long-tailed males are

legal to harvest, with a daily bag limit of

three. Number four or six shot in a high
brass load with a modified or full choke

are typical choices of hunters in the

region. Any kind of shotgun in 12, 16
or 20 gauge is adequate.

Last December, I was in Nazareth on

opening day. Our group of hunters had

the benefit of being guided by LeRoy
Pohlmeier, a local farmer and rancher

who has spent over 70 years in the area.

We first went to a spot where he had seen

Hunters walk in unison across a chosen area in an effort to flush pheasants. CRP lands
not farmed, providing good cover and making hunting difficu
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birds several days during the previous

Small towns near Panhandle pheasant

hotspots come alive each December.

Many civic organizations put together

opening weekend packages of food
and lodging to welcome hunters to
the area. One of the finest examples

of such hospitality is in Nazareth. For
the last 20 years, this town has relied

on a remarkable show of teamwork

among several of its civic clubs to

create one of the best experiences

available. The American Legion Auxiliary
puts on a breakfast complete with
fresh eggs, sausage, homemade

biscuits and jelly. The Band Parents
Association cooks lunch, and the
Museum Committee prepares dinner.
Members of the Lions Club organize

the entire event and team up with
members of the volunteer fire
department and other locals to
guide the groups of hunters.

Besides the good hunting and food,
visitors from larger towns and cities

get a rare chance to see the power of

an entire community working together.
The money raised by the Lions Club
finarices the majority of their charitable
projects for the year, including college

scholarships for graduating seniors,

donations to the Lions Eye Bank and

delivery of food to the elderly. The
meals, one day of guided hunting,

and another day of hunting on your

own can be had for under $200.
Several other towns in the region

put on similar functions each year.

Contact the Chamber of Commerce
in Dimmitt (830-876-5205), Muleshoe

(806-272-4248) or Nazareth (8o6-
945-2285). If they cannot accommo-

date you in their town, they will be

happy to direct you to a neighboring

community with a similar event.

week. Two snows in the last five days

had left thigh-deep drifts along the
fencelines and at least a few inches

everywhere else. Wandering lines of

animal tracks covered the ground.

Streaking through them all were the

unmistakable footprints of one or more

pheasants. Everyone loaded their guns

and strung out in a line. Any lasting

sleepiness I had in the dawn hour was

eliminated when I broke through the

thin crust of a snowdrift and filled my

left boot with snow. We progressed

down the field and back but found

nothing, so it was back in the trucks

and on to the next field.

We pulled up to a rectangular, 80-acre

field of corn stubble and dropped off

all but three of the 10 hunters in our

group. They waited briefly and then
parted down the rows as we drove dawn

the other end to block. As we moved

ito position, the scurrying birds were

ready down the rows toward us. In

predictably unpredictable fashion, a pair

, roosters flushed wild well ahead of us

and flew off to the side out of harm's

way. The next bird came up about 30

yardss in front of the advancing hunters

and made the tactical error of flying

obliquely along the line. A quick series

+ shots rang out, and the bird tumbled

the ground. The successful hunter

walked straight to the downed bird and

picked him up for the day's first prize.

Few things can match the excitement

aroused by a pheasant erupting out of

nowhere and streaking off in flight. These

naturalized citizens of the Panhandle

provide hunters with a unique thrill many

In predictably

unpredictable

fashion, a pair o

roosters flushed
w ldwell ahead

o us and flew ff
to the side outo

harm s way.

people don't even realize is available in

Texas. But it takes only one look at this

flamboyantly colored bird bursting into

flight to get hooked on pheasant hunting

for a lifetime. *

John R. Meyer is a physical therapist in

Lubbock. He grew up in Houston and

spent time hunting andfishing near

Milano, where his grandmother now lives.

Dogs are a real asset, both to flush hiding pheasants and to retrieve downed birds. When
dogs are present, shoot only after pheasants rise above the horizon.
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Y BROTHER DAVE AND I ARE NOT

very flashy sportsmen. With our

borrowed equipment flapping
around in the back of a Japanese

pickup, we are what you might

call suburban subsistence hunters. We hunt deer

because we need the meat. Mainly we need it for
extravagant dinner parties and our annual Super Bowl

buffet, but hey, a lot of people are counting on us.

Our big buffet tends to include a lot of

wild game dishes that are unique to Texas.

I think most wild game cookbooks must

be written in Canada or Minnesota

everything is stuffed with wild rice. Too

bad more people don't know about Texas

wild game cooking. The same ethnic

groups that make the rest of our cooking

distinctive have made Texas wild game

cookery the most exciting in the country.

You can find Tex-Mex venison chili,
German venison sausage and Cajun wild

duck gumbo here, along with specialties

from each of Texas' other dozen ethnicities.

I find experimenting with ethnic wild

game dishes a lot more fun than experi-

menting with recipes using plain old

plastic-wrapped meats. Say you were

going to put out a Middle Eastern spread

with hummus, tabbouleh, cucumber-

yogurt sauce, pita bread and olives.

Roasted chicken tastes just fine with

these condiments, but not as good as

Lebanese-style grilled quail, seasoned

with garlic and cinnamon. Marinated

venison steaks, grilled and cut into strips

with guacamole and grilled onions,

make a much more exciting taco than

beef fajitas. But you knew that.

We take wild game for granted in

Texas. Non-hunting food lovers are very

impressed when you serve wild game.

After all, they can't get any at the store.

My wine collector friends all have a special

bottle socked away for just such an exotic

dinner, and it tends to be a big deal

French red wine that you would never

have gotten them to open otherwise.

A couple of years ago, a chef from

Germany named Frank Khachi was visiting

us, and he did a guest chef appearance at

a couple of our wild game dinner parties.

What an eye-opener that was! Wild game

is precious in Europe, and Frank treated

it with a lot of respect. He insisted on

butchering the deer himself so he could

use the bones to make a venison demi-glace,

which he served with a venison haunch

roast and wild mushroom strudel. It

may have been the best thing I ever put

in my mouth. We had a Cline California

Mouvedre with that dinner, and it was

good. But if I had it to do over again, I

would invest in a really good Chateau-

neuf du Pape.

Fortunately, Frank taught me how to

make that venison demi-glace. And instead

of grinding the scrap up into "hamburger,"

I got a German butcher to show me how

to make several varieties of homemade

venison sausage. I may not have a fancy

deer rifle, but you should see my meat

grinder with sausage stuffing attachment.

A four-wheel-drive hunting vehicle wouldn't

fit in my garage anyway, because that is

where I keep my giant freezer chest. *

ROBB WALSH writes aboutfoodfor the

Houston Press. He also writes a food
column for Natural History magazine

and is a commentator on National Public

Radio. A two-time James Beard Award-

winner, he is the co-author oftwo Texas

cookbooks: A Cowboy in the Kitchen,

with Grady Spears, and Nuevo Tex-Mex,
with David Garrido.

Chef Nick Cozza is a Spring
2000 graduate of The talian
Culinary Institute for Fcreigners
located in Costigiole d'Asti,
Italy. He has also completed

an apprenticeship at It Principe
Restaurant in Pompei, Italy, a
Michelin One Star restaurant.
The artful plating that Nick has
reined in his career gives char-
acter to these wildlife dishes.
Nick is currently operating his
own catering business for
Central Market and his private
clientele.

Chef Elaine DiRico has worked
in the health and nutrition

business for more than 2o

years. Life coach, public
speaker and private chef, she
is a recert contributor to Texas
Parks & Wildlife, and has been
irstrumertal in the addition of
recipe cards that now apear in

every issue. Elaine hosts a
cocking club, and she recently
traveled tL Saltillo, Mex co, on a
quest for :1e perfect mole.

Ela ne has also successfully
raised a son to adulthood and

is enjoying her most recent life
stage to the fullest.
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Venison Sausage
Early histories of the Hill Country

note that the German immigrants
had a tough time in their first
few years due to crop failures
and the fact that they weren't
very good with firearms. Luckily,

they were great butchers, so
they ended up specializing in
processing wild game for others.
In the old German towns of the
Texas Hill Country, some meat

markets will offer to turn your
scrap into rehwurst (venison

sausage) instead of venison
"hamburger."

You can also make this
sausage at home out of scraps

and tough cuts like shoulder,
or you can start with "venison-

burger" if you already have
some in your freezer. Just

defrost it and add it to the
freshly ground pork.

Yield: 3/2 pounds
2 pounds fatty pork butt

i1/2 pounds venison shoulder

4 cloves garlic

/3 cup fresh rosemary,

loosely packed

3 tablespoons prepared mustard

2 tablespoons minced

jalapeno pepper

2 teaspoons black pepper,

coarsely ground

3 tablespoons kosher salt

For testing the seasonings:

1 teaspoon oil

For stuffing the sausage:

Medium hog casings

Coarsely grind the pork butt

and venison together through a

/-inch plate of a meat grinder.
Add a little garlic and rosemary

into the top of the grinder as
you go so that they become
well incorporated in the meat.

In a large bowl mix the
ground meat with the mustard,

jalapeno, pepper and salt.
Knead the mixture with your
hands until everything is

well blended.
In a small skillet, heat the

oil. Form a meatball-sized piece
of the mixture into a small patty

and fry. Taste for seasonings,
and adjust to your taste.

Soak the hog casings in
lukewarm water. Stuff the meat
mixture into the hog casings with
a sausage stuffer or a pastry
bag and tie into 4- to 6-inch
links. The sausage will keep for

3-4 days refrigerated and up to
2 months frozen.

To cook: Prepare a smoker.

Sear 4 or 5 links over hot

coals for three minutes a side
or until nicely brown. Move to
indirect heat over a drip pan

and smoke for 30 minutes or

until cooked through.
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Venison

Chiles Rellenos
Excavations at the Taddlock
Site in the Upper Sabine River
basin prove that venison was
a primary food of the Caddoan
tribes a thousand years ago.
Wild chile pequins were common
then, too, so it's possible that
something resembling chili
was invented by the Indians.

Several dishes of the Spanish
and Mexican era such as chile
colorado are also very close to
what we call chili con care.
But it was the chuckwagon

cooking of the cowboy era
that made this Tex-Mex classic
famous. Chile con care was

easy to cook in a Dutch oven,
and it required only chiles and
beef - two ingredients that
cowboys never ran out of.

Makes 8 stuffed peppers
2 pounds venison, cut into
1/ 2-inch chunks

1/3 cup peanut oil

i large onion, chopped

3 cloves of garlic, minced

2 large tomatoes, chopped

(or one 26-ounce can)

Pure of 2 ancho peppers

4 cups venison stock

i tablespoon cumin

i tablespoon dried

Mexican oregano

Salt to taste

8 poblano peppers, roasted

and skin removed

Remove any gristle from the
meat. Heat the oil in a large
heavy pot over high heat and
saute the meat for 5 to 7
minutes or until lightly brown.
Add the onions and garlic and
cook for 5 minutes, or until the
onion is translucent. Add the
tomatoes, the chile purses,
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stock and seasonings. Cook for
one hour, adding water to
the chili at a stew-like consis

tency. It will be done after an

hour, but it will keep getti
better as it simmers.

To stuff the chiles, heat
the oven to 350°F

pepper and careful r

the seeds, leaving
intact. Stuff 8 peppers

cup of chile each
much as they will
the stuffed peppers slit side up
on a greased baki
heat them in the
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Venison Stock

or Demi-glace
The French base their fabulous

sauces on stocks, which are
meat broths made from the
bones. These stocks can be
boiled down, or reduced to
produce a more intense flavor.
This style of cooking takes a

little more time and effort, but

the results are worth it.
The French have always had

a presence in Texas, and their
cooking has always been much
admired here. In 1839, the
king of France sent his charge

d' affaires, Count Jean Pierre
Isidore Dubois de Saligny, to
Texas to discuss business with

the politicians of the newly
founded Texas Republic.
Saligny brought with him a
servant, a driver and his French

chef de cuisine. It's a good bet
that Saligny's chef was the first

in the state to make a decent

venison reduction sauce.

Saligny did a lot of entertaining
at the French Legation in

Austin. The museum located

there today has an excellent
re-creation of a French Creole
kitchen of the 18oos.

To make your own venison
stock-based sauces, you will

need to ask the butcher who

does your deer processing to
save the venison bones for
you. If the butcher will cut the
bones into pieces and freeze
them in 8-pound packages,
this recipe will be pretty

simple to follow.

Yield: About 2 quarts

8 pounds meaty venison bones

i large onion, peeled and

cut into eighths

3 carrots, peeled and

coarsely chopped

1/2 can tomato paste

4 tablespoons blackberry

preserves

bottle hearty red wine

(such as zivfandelU

4 bay leaves

=o juniper berres (cptiona)

Preheat oven to 475'F. Place
venison bones, olion and car-
rots in a arge ro.astng pan.

Roast in the over, tu-nrg aid

scraping every 15 miu tes
until the onions and ca-rots are
browned, about 5 trinutes.
(Be forewarned that your oven
will probably snoke at this
temperature unless it has teen

cleaned recently.) Smear the

tomato paste ard preserves
onto some of the bcnes and
return to the oven for Grother

15 minutes. When the bones
are very brown, remove the
pa-i from the oven. Trarsfer

the contents of tie roasting

pai to a stock got. Pour tte

wine into the roasting pan

and scrape up the drowned

pieces. Pour the wine over
the bone mixture Add water
to cover. Add the bay leaves

and juniper berries. Bring to a
boil and simmer for 1/2 to 2

hours, or until the bones are
clean, skimming occasionally.
Pour through a strarer and

discard the bones. Use

immediately, or store frozen.
(For ccnvenieit storage, pour
stock nto an ice-cube tray
and then put the cubes in a

plastic container and use
as needed.)

To make venison demi-glace:

Continue boiling one quart of
the stocc until it is reduced to
about 1% cups, or until it coats

a spoon.
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Lesanese

Grilled Quail
Grilling, usuaKy on skewers,
has always been a central part
of Lebanese conking. The cin-
namon-based seasoning mix-
ture is also typically
Lebanese. The main migration
of Le:anese t: Texas occurred
around the 188:s. Initially, the
Lebanese congregated in big

cities, but because they often
worked as itinerant clothing

peddlers. traveling to remote
regions that lacked access to
retail stores, their culture

became well known across
the state.

4 quail (or 6 doves)

i whole lemon, cut in quarters

, cup olive oil

4 cloves garlic, minced

2 tablespoons sea salt

1 tablespoon black pepper

2 teaspoons cinnamon

1/2 teaspoon cayenne

Rinse the birds and pat dry.
Season the inside of each bird
with jtice from a lemon quarter.
Combine the olive oil and gar-
lic anc rub the mixture on each
bird. Combine the salt, pepper,
cinnamon and cayenne and

sprinkle over top, rubbing the
mixture in. Marinate for several
hours or overnight in the refrig-
erator. When ready to serve,
start a charcoal fire. Grill the

birds on metal skewers over a
medium-hot fire, turning fre-
quently for 15 to 20 minutes or
until the meat is done

through, but still rosy. Serve
with tabbouleh, pita bread and

cucumber-yogurt sauce.
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Wild Duck
GumbO
The Cajuns (ci Acadians) came
to Louisiana aid Texas from
Acadia, wher t-e island now
known as Nova Scotia was
taken over by the British. Their
French-Canadiar cooking style

was slowly t insmogrified into
wiat we now call Cajun cook-

ing. Gumbo started out as an
American India- stew thick-

ened with sassafras, also
known as file powder. The
black slaves asad okra and

called the stew gumbo, which

is the w=rd for -ha pod in

sone Afr can languages. The

Caj.ns made it :heir own by

thic<en-ng it with roux, the

traditone.l Fren-h thidkener
made with flour and ̀ at.

Texas Cajuns began arriving

in the 284os, when a large
group setled along Taylor's

Bayou in Jefferson County near
Beaumont. Texas Cajuis still

inhabit the rice =arming regions

of the GLtf Coast pla ns, which

are the home of the state's best
dick and goose hun-ing. Wild
dicks or doves are a traditional

gjmbo ingredient

Makes 12 servings or 3 quarts
2-3 wild ducks, cut into quarters

3 garlic cloves, lightly crashed

: small anion, peeled

zo tablespoons unsalted butter

2/3 cup floLr

2 cups diced red bell pepper

2 cups diced green bell pepper

3 cups diced onion

2 stalks celey. diced

5 tablespoons

Worcestershire sauce

2 tablespoons Tabasco sauce

i bay lea;
2 teaspocns died thyme leaves

2 teaspoons dred oregano leaves

i teaspoon ground cayenne pepper

3 I E C E M B E R 2 0 0 0

1 teaspoon ground white pepper

2 cups sliced fresh okra

i pound andouille or other

smoked sausage, sliced

Sea salt to taste

Freshly ground pepper to taste

6 cups cooked rice

Pepper sauce

Simmer the ducks in 8

cups of water with the lightly
crushed garlic cloves and the
small onion for about a half

hour. Remove from the pot and

discard the garlic and onion.
When the duck has cooled,
remove the meat from the

bones and discard the bones
and skin.

In a large, heavy Dutch oven
that will hold at least 8 quarts,
make a roux by melting butter
over medium heat and stirring
in the flour. Whisk or stir con-
stantly over medium heat for
about 20 minutes (or longer),
until the roux becomes a very
dark brown color. (If black flecks

appear in the roux, you have
burned it. Throw it away and
start over.) When the roux is
the desired color, turn off the
heat and add the peppers,
onion and celery, sauteing
until the vegetables are wilted,
about 5 minutes. Next add the
Worcestershire, Tabasco, bay
leaf, thyme, oregano, cayenne
and white pepper.

Stir to blend these ingredi-

ents. Slowly whisk in the

strained stock a little at a time,
making sure there are no lumps.
Cook the gumbo over medium

heat for 30 minutes. Add the

okra, duck meat and sausage
and continue cooking for
another 30 minutes. Season

with salt and pepper. The

gumbo should be fairly thick.
To serve, mound a half cup

of rice in the middle of the
bowl. Ladle gumbo around the

rice. Serve with pepper sauce

if desired.
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Alsatian

Venison Ragout
The province of Alsace has
gone back and forth between

France and Germany over the

course of its history. Before
World War II, it was German.

Since World War 1I, it has
been French. As a result of

this back-and-forth nationality,
Alsatian cooking has become

an interesting blend of the
two cuisines.

A group of Alsatian immi-
grants led by Henri Castro
founded a community on the
Medina River in 1844. They

shot two deer on the banks

of the river on the first day of

their arrival, and they have

been eating venison ever since.
The Alsatian community of

Castroville, near San Antonio,

was built to resemble an
Alsatian village, and the
unique architecture of the

French-German immigrants can

still be seen there. Their contri-

bution to Texas cooking
includes ragouts like this one.

Serves 6

4 pounds venison shoulder

cut into i-inch cubes

3 cups red wine

i cup red wine vinegar

4 onions, quartered

4 carrots peeled and

sliced thick

io peppercorns

i large bay leaf

15 juniper berries (optional)

2 teaspoons sea salt

i sprig fresh rosemary,

chopped coarsely

1/2 cup vegetable oil

i quart venison stock

3 tablespoons flour

In a large non-reactive

bowl, combine the venison
with 2 cups of the wine,
vinegar, onions, carrots and

all the herbs and spices.
Cover and let stand in the
refrigerator for 24 to 72 hours.

Remove the meat and drain

well. Strain the liquid and

reserve the herbs, spices

and vegetables. In a stew

pot, heat oil over medium

high heat. Toss the neai with

the flour and brown it or: all

sides. Add the remaining red

wine, the venison stock and

the reserved herbs, spices
and vegetables. Bring just
to a boil, then lower the heat

and cover. Simmer for 1/2
hours or until the meat is

very tender. Remove the yay

leaf and juniper berries and

transfer to a serving bow.
Serve with noodles, spaetzle

ar potato pancakes.
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A trip to the family farm brings

time-honored rituals of fishing and catching

fireflies - and makes th e past feel present.

By RICK BASS Illustrations by JACK UNRUH

T WAS STILL THE END OF

WINTER AT OUR HOME IN

NORTHERN MONTANA, BUT

down here in South Texas, in

April, at my father's farm, it

was full-bore spring. It was a joy to me

to realize that Lowry, who just turned

three, would now have the colors and

sights of this place lodged in at least her

subconscious, and that Mary Katherine,

just turned six, was old enough to begin

doing some serious remembering. Some

children, of course, hold onto odd-

shaped bits and pieces of memory from

a much earlier age, but around the age

of six and seven, nearly everything can

be retained or at least that was how it

worked for me when I was a child. It

was like a kind of freedom - a kind of

second welcoming Mary Katherine into

the world. Now when I am an old man

I will be able to say to her, "Remember

when...," and she will remember.

We had flown to Austin, rented a

car, visited my brother, and then driven

down into the brush country and

toward the live oaks and dunes that lay

in braided twists some 50 miles inland:

to the farm. As we drove, Elizabeth and

I talked and watched the late-day

sunlight stretch across the green fields;

the girls slept, tired from their travels,

in the back seat. Angels. So much joy do

they bring me that sometimes I wonder

if, since my mother is not here to love

and know them, I carry also her share.

Sometimes I glance at them, and love

them fully and deeply, but then a second

wave washes in over that one, a if she is

watching them over my shoulder, and I

feel it again.

What kind of mirth would

they have had recounting,

for the rest of their adult

days, the time their -ather

told them to chase and

catch a skunk?

It used to give me a bittersweet feeling,

but now I'm not sure what the word for

it is. Gratitude, perhaps - to :he girls,

of course, but also to my mother.

THEY WOKE WHEN WE STOPPED TO OPEN

THE GATE. WE DROVE THROUGH AND

CLOSED THE GATE BEHIND US. WE

parked the car there and decided to

walk instead of drive the rest of the way

to the farmhouse. We walked in the

late-day light, the last light, down the

white sandy winding roai, beneath the

moss-hung limbs of the enormous live

oaks - trees that were five and six

hundred years old. It's se strange, the

l
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way there will be certain stretches of

time when, for a little while, it will

feel exactly as if I am walking
in her every footstep: as if I am

her, in that moment, set back in time

- and enjoying it as I know

she must have enjoyed it 30

or 40 years ago. And I

wonder, is it just this way
for me, or do others

experience such feelings?
Buttercups, winecups and black-

eyed Susans - before we had taken

10 steps, Lowry and Mary Katherine

both had picked double-fistful bouquets
and had braided flowers in their hair.

Another 10 steps took us across the

culvert that ran beneath the road. There

was water standing in the culvert and in

receding little oxbows on either side of

the road, and as we approached, 10,000
little frogs went splashing into that

muddy water. "Frog alert, frog alert!"

we cried, and ran down to the mud's

edge to try to catch one, but there were

too many, springing zigzag in too many
directions; you couldn't focus, and
couldn't chase just one, because their

paths were crisscrossing so. There were

so many frogs in the air at any one time

that occasionally they would have midair

collisions; they were ricocheting off each

other. The mud around the shoreline of

their fast-disappearing pond glistened,
so fast was the water evaporating, and
the mud was hieroglyphed with the

prints of what might have been armies

of raccoons, though it could also have

been the maddened pacings of one very
unsuccessful raccoon.

We caught one of the little frogs and

examined it: the gray-brown back that

was so much the color of the mud, and

the pearl-white underbelly. I wondered

why, when frogs sunned themselves,

they didn't stretch out and lie on their

backs, the way humans do at the beach.

I guess they would get eaten.

Finally we went into the farmhouse

she loved so much. She had lived in it,
and loved it, for only a few years before

she fell ill, but had loved it so fully in
that time that I still cannot step into it

without feeling that remnant love of

place. The house is thin substitute



against her absence, but with the excep-

tion of my own blood in my veins, and

my memories, it is all there is, and I am

grateful for it.

Elizabeth wanted to go for a run in

the last wedge of light. After the long

Montana winter we were nearly delirious

with the gift of these longer days. So

she laced up her running shoes and went

on back up the road at a trot. Mary

Katherine wanted to go fishing in the

stock tank, so we rigged up a line and

went off toward the pond, following the

winding sand road and walking beneath

those old trees.

We stood on the levee and cast out

at the ring of flat water. Turtle heads

appeared in the center of the lake,

tipped like little sticks to observe us. In

the clear water of the shallows we could

see the giant Chinese grass carp, 30

pounds each. My parents had put them

there when they first built the pond as a

means of keeping algae from overtaking

the pond. The carp are hybrids, so

that they can't reproduce, though it's

rumored they can live to be a hundred

years old - and because they are strictly

vegetarian, there was no chance of their

striking at our spinnerbait. It was

strange, though, watching the giant

fish circle the pond so slowly, their

dorsal fins sometimes cresting the surface

like sharks, and knowing that we were

fishing for something else, something

deeper in the pond - fishing for fish-
beneath-fish.

On the far side .of the pond, a big

fish leaped - not a carp, but a bass.

We cast to it for awhile in the gathering

dusk, but I was hoping that we wouldn't

catch it. It's good for the girls to learn

that you don't get something every time

you go out.

A water moccasin swam past, its

beautifully ugly wedge of head so alarm-

ing to our instincts that it seemed almost

like a mild form of hypnosis - as did
the eerie, elegant, S-wake of its thick

body moving across the surface. There

were floating four-leaf clovers that my

parents had planted a special variety

in which every one had four leaves -

and we stopped fishing for a moment

and picked some for friends.

Across the field and the rise, we

could see the cattle trotting in front of

the blood-red sun, running from

something. Against that wavering red

light and the copper-fading visage of

the pasture, it looked like a scene from

Africa, some vast herd of wildebeests.

The cattle passed from view, and then a

few moments later, we saw the silhouette

of Elizabeth jogging along the crest of

the rise. She was what had spooked the

cattle. Across the distance, we watched

her run in that Mars-red light, the sun

behind her, as seven years ago I had sat

by this same pond with my mother and

watched Elizabeth and my father ride

There will be certain

stretches of time when, for

a little while, it will feel

exactly as if I am walking in

her every footstep: as if I

am her, in that moment,

set back in time.

horses across the face of that sun.

We resumed casting. A mockingbird

flew up and landed in the little weesatche

tree next to us, not 500 yards away. As

the sun's fireball sank as if into an ocean,
the mockingbird began singing the most

beautiful song - some intricate melody

which, in the blueing of dusk, and then

the true darkness, was one of the most

beautiful serenades I've ever heard.

"Sing back to him," I told Lowry, and

so she did. She sang her alphabet song

there in the darkness: "Now I know my

A-B-C's/Next time won't you sing

with me?"

Finally we headed back toward the

house, the mockingbird still singing.

We saw a shuffling little object sham-

bling down the sand road in front of us,

and I cried "Armadillo! Chase him!" We

set out after him in full sprint, but he

was running in zags and weaving

through the trees. We were almost

even with him when I noticed the

white stripe running down his back

and was barely able to shout in time,

"Skunk! Get back!"

Perhaps it was the four-leaf clovers.

The skunk went his way, and we went

ours. I had the strangest thought in

my relief, however. I found myself

wondering how, if we had been

sprayed, the girls would have thought

of me afterward, growing up. What if

they grew up to be storytellers? What

kind of mirth would they have had

recounting, for the rest of their adult

days, the time their father told them to

chase and catch a skunk?

I remembered the time when I was

about Mary Katherine's age when my

cousin Randy was sprayed by a skunk.

It was right around Christmas. We

were all gathered up at Grandma and

Granddaddy Bass's, in Fort Worth -

my parents, brothers, and myself; Aunt

Lee, Uncle Jimmy, and my cousins Rick,

Randy, and Russell. I had already gone

to bed - I think it was Christmas Eve

but Randy, being a few years older,

was allowed to go down to the creek to

check his trotlines and his Havahart trap

one more time.

I had just nodded off to sleep when

I awoke to the impression that all the

doors in the house had been blown

wide open by some awful force. All of

the adults had just let out a collective

roar - a primal group groan - and

then there were gasps and more

groans, and my uncle's voice, angry

and above all the others, "Randy, get

out of the house!"

Then the smell hit me. Even in

the back room, it was stout. I hadn't

known that an odor could be that

powerful. It seemed that it would

levitate the house. It certainly levitated

the people in the house.

When I went out to ask what was

going on, I recall a furious, sputtering

inarticulation on the part of the

grown-ups, until finally they shouted,

in unison and choreographed with

much arm-waving, "Randy!" - as if

that said it all.

THIRTY-PLUS YEARS LATER, THE GIRLS

AND I LET THE SKUNK TRAVEL ON HIS

WAY, AND WE WENT OURS, STILL SWEET-

smelling. We could see the glow of the

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 3
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farmhouse through the woods and

were striking toward it, holding

hands and walking carefully in the

darkness to avoid stepping on any

skunks, when I saw a firefly blink

once, then twice, in the distance.

I shouted with happiness.

The girls had never seen fireflies

before. I am not sure they had even

known such creatures existed.

For the next hour, we chased them

through the meadow, trying to catch

just one. It seemed a harder task than I

remembered from my own childhood -
I remember filling entire lantern bottles

with them - and I figured that it

might be because it was still early in the

spring and they were not yet blinking

with full authority or intensity. We'd see

only one firefly blinking, and always at

some great distance. We'd break into a

run, hoping to arrive there before the

blink faded, but they were always a little

too far away, and their luminescence

lasted only a few seconds. We would

leap at that last instant, toward the

fading glow of gold - leaping with
cupped hands and blind faith. Then
we opened our hands cautiously in

the silver moonlight to see if we had

succeeded in blind-snaring one, like

plucking a star from the sky.

As beautiful as the fireflies was the

seamlessness with which Mary Katherine

accepted unquestioningly the marvel of

such a phenomenon. Yes, of course

this was the way all silver-moon nights

were meant to be passed, running and

laughing and leaping for drifting,
blinking low stars against a background

of fixed, higher stars.

Eventually, we caught one. We went

through the time-honored ritual of

putting it in a glass jar and punching air

holes in the top. We took it inside the

house and turned off all the lights. This,

I thought, is the world my daughters

deserve. This is the right world for them.

LATER THAT NIGHT, AFTER A SUPPER

COOKED OUT ON THE GRILL, AND AFTER

THE GIRLS WERE ASLEEP, ELIZABETH AND

I went for a long walk in the moonlight.

It was the brightest, most severe, platinum

light I have ever seen. Highlighting certain

things, the glare of that intense silver-blue

light revealed more than would the normal

broad light of day.
It didn't feel as if we'd been together

nearly 20 years. Or rather, part of it did:

the good part. Such strange brilliance.

THE NEXT DAY WE WENT FISHING. IT WAS

WINDY, AND ELIZABETH'S STRAW SUN HAT

BLEW OFF AND LANDED RIGHTSIDE UP ON

the pond. We watched it sail quickly,
without sinking, all the way across the

little lake. Mary Katherine ran around to

the other side of the lake and was there

to fish it out with a stick when it arrived.

The mockingbird began

singing the most beautiful

song - some intricate

melody which, in the blueing

of dusk, and then the true

darkness, was one of the

most beautiful serenades

I've ever heard. "Sing

back to him," I told Lowry'

and so she did.

She ran it back to Elizabeth, who put

it back on and tied it tighter this time.

The joy of children catching fish:
there's nothing like it. Most of the few

fish we were catching were too little,

and we kept throwing them back.

Lowry's pink skin, her bright blonde
hair, in that beautiful spring sun.

Mary Katherine kept wanting to keep

some fish for dinner that night. We

finally caught one that was eating-size,

and as I put the fish on the stringer, I said,

"It's your unlucky day, my little friend."

And for the rest of the day, whenever

we'd catch one, Mary Katherine would

hop up and down and clap her hands,

and say, "Oh, please let it be his unlucky

day, oh please!"

THAT NIGHT, AFTER OUR FISH FRY, I

TOOK HER INTO TOWN FOR AN ICE

CREAM CONE. LOWRY HAL

fallen asleep. I get so used to doing

things with the girls together that I
have to remember this: to always be
there to spend some time alone
each of them. The special quality of
those times is like the ur

sunlight early in the spring, seen dap-

pled through a new-green

emerging leaves. Or the lig

when it lays down long

again after the harsh

bright summer.

It was dusk again,

and nighthawks were

huddled along the edges

of the white sand roads as

we drove slowly, twisting

and turning, beneath the

arched limbs of more old

live oaks. Fireflies were out

in the meadows again, anc

we rode with the windows

down to feel the cool nigh
air. The radio was playing

very quietly - a jazz
special, with the music

of Sonny Rollins and

Loi ALREADY

alone wthn o

canopy of

Louist Armstrongfalan

;hr~ ~ ~. ofaefl,"

with~

*+ jjr)

I knew by the way Mary

Katherine rode silently,

happily, that she had
never heard such

music before.

We got into the little

town of Yorktown a

few minutes before closing

time. We went into the

coolness of the air-condi-

tioned Dairy Queen and I waited

while Mary Katherine pondered

her selection, deciding finally on

a chocolate dip cone.

She ate on it the whole way home -

back through the starry

night, back through the

fireflies, back to the rest

of our waiting, sleeping

family - just riding and

listening, all the while, to that

strange, happy, lulling music

from so long ago.

I have never felt more like a

father: never more in love with

the world. *
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SEARING AUGUST SUN HAD BEGUN TO WANE ACROSS

the mesquite flats along the Wichita River as I walked
down the dusty road toward a meandering arroyo. I
had spent hours the day before watching a pair of
nesting roadrunners hunt for grasshoppers and lizards
in the tall grass growing there. I thought that today I

. might get lucky and have another opportunity to film
the antics of these birds searching out their favorite prey.

Stopping for a moment to check the store of film in my pockets, I noticed
the male bird of the pair trotting leisurely behind me. Ahead, the rays of
evening sunlight swept the yucca and three-awn landscape, casting long
shadows across the parched rangeland. Nearing the ridge above the dry creek
bed, I spotted what appeared to be a dark stone partially exposed in the sand.
However, closer inspection revealed the tightly coiled figure of a western
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N
massasauga, a small and ill-tempered rattlesnake of the Texas plains, lyimg
in a finger of late afternoon shadow.

Almost simultaneously the trailing roadrunner spotted the motionless reptile,

and in a lightning burst of speed it dashed upon the rattler. With astounding

boldness, the bird stabbed the snake's head with its beak, then tossed the

stunned snake skyward. Within moments the confrontation was over, and

the roadrunner, with the lifeless form of the rattlesnake dangling loosely from

his beak, skittered easily away through the weed cover.

The roadrunner, often called the chaparral or paisano, has been a source of

intrigue for people of the Southwest for untold centuries. Images of roadrunners

killing snakes are often seen carved in rocky grottos, where centuries ago

Native Americans explored their fascination with this fearless member of the

cuckoo family through artwork on stone. kontemporary
folklo keeps the roadrunner legend alive as th official
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state bird of New Mexico and favorite fowl of countless residents
throughout the southwestern United States.

My own interest in the roadrunner began some 22 years ago
when. on a cold January afternoon, a pal: began to frequent the
barnyard near our home in Knox County. By springtime the
pai: had established a nest in a mesquite shrub and had begun
to hunt the surrounding mesquites for insects and reptiles. As a
fledging photographer, I recognized the unique opportunity
to explore the life of this bird. Thus -

began a photographic odyssey cf 14i
years that both enriched my life and

furthered my understanding of a bird

tha: has influenced Southweste:n lore

for more than 1,000 years.

The roadrunner is a membe: of

the cuckoo family - the only one in the United States that is
largely terrestrial in its travel. An irncredibly efficient predator

of insects and many species of reptiles, the bird is welcome in
almost: every region of the Southwest. But the chaparral has
not always enjoyed such a favorable repLcation. In the early
20th century, unfoLnded claims indicted the roadrunner as a
serious predator on the nests o=game birds such as bobwhite
quail. As a result, a county was placed on each roadrunner
killed. Until scientific research in the mid-1920s cleared
these false accusations, countless num':ers of these birds

were needlessly slaughtered. Even to Jay, despite posi ve
research findings and state and federal laws that prohibit the
killing of a roadrunner, many individuals continue to believe

the paisano to be a threat to some species of game Eitcs and
will readily destroy a roadrunner on sight.

After my initial contact with the nesting pair of road-unners,
it was four years before another road-unner gave me :he

opportunity to study the natural his:cry of the species. In the
spring anc summer of 1982, I

ith astounding boldness, :

Stabbed the rattlesnake's b

th its beak, then tossed 0

gunnedd snake skyward

noted that the population density
of roadrunners in the Rolling Plains

was at its highest levels in re:ent

memory. That spring another pair
of birds attracted my attention and

- - befriended me. I was amazec that
they accepted my presence around the nest and allowed me to
accompany them on their hunts through the brush. I devel-
oped a respect for this bird that has endeared them to me for
almost two decades. Every 10 to 15 minutes throughout each
day, the adults would alternately leave the nest and embark on a
foray for insects and reptiles. Ratdesnakes, lizards, insec:s and
arachnids were fair game, and never did I see the adoits waver
from their attention to the four ravenous fledglings squabbling
in the nest 15 feet up in a juniper tree.

By summer's end, I had accumulated hundreds cf images
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of roadrunner behavior, and I eagerly planned to resume my
activities with this pair on the next nesting season. Little did I
realize that it would be six years before I saw another nesting
roadrunner. All species of wildlife, including the roadrunner,
must endure some level of attrition within their ranks, and
the bitter winter of 1982-83 proved disastrous to many
creatures native to the Panhandle and rolling plains.

By the late 1980s, with the paisano population again on the
rebound, I was told of the presence - - - -
of a nest and once more established a
bond with the mated pair. While

studying these adults, I learned that

indeed a nesting pair maintains a ter-
ritory of about 22 acres and will iifuted
defend the boundaries from other - - -
roadrunners. I also observed that, along with severe winter cold,
roadrunner populations suffer significant mortality from depredat-
ing raccoons and feral house cats, not to mention the occasional
hawk or bobcat that catches the normally wary bird off guard.

After many years of observing the roadrunner, I felt that I
had seen almost everything these birds had to offer. Then
one day a rancher called and told me that a white roadrunner
had been frequenting his yard some miles from my home in
Benjamin. He had not seen the bird in about a week, but he
thought the oddly colored roadrunner would return. I had heard
of two other white roadrunners during the past 20 years, but

had never had the opportunity to see them. Within days, the
call came that the bird had indeed returned and was catching

grasshoppers in the cowboy's backyard.
As I pulled into his driveway, I immediately spotted the

cream-colored chaparral scurrying through the weeds in search
of insects. After an hour or more of careful maneuvering in
close proximity of the hunting roadrunner, I gained the bird's
confidence. It soon allowed me the privilege of walking only a

--- few yards' distance as it hunted the

n e grasshoppers that infested the grass-

land around us. But as I shot my
photos, I began to recognize the futili-

ty of its existence. With a color

rd's confidence, a
soon allowed me the privilege

ing only a few yards

rass horasshorvt 'scheme so unusual in a near semi-

- arid environment, this young bird
would become a target for every predator in the area.

Before departing that evening, I stole one last glance at the
slender chaparral as it stood panting in the shade of a gnarled

mesquite. It was to be my last contact with the friendly white
roadrunner. The cowboy never saw it again, either. But the

images and memories of those few hours spent with this rare
and trusting bird will remain with me for a lifetime. *

Frequent contributor WYMAN MEINZER'S photos and observations

ofthe chaparral arepublished in his book Roadrunner (Texas
Tech University Press).

oW
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T WAS ON THE SECOND DIVE OF A

research mission off Freeport on

a July day in 1979 that Don
Harper noticed that something

wasn't right. At 70 feet, he was

surprised to come upon a clear

layer of water. When the sea
floor came into view, he saw that was

it was strewn with dead worms

and crabs and cottony bottom

patches the size of dinner plates.

A whiff of hydrogen sulfide penetrated

his mask. "Worms were partway out of

their tubes lying on the bottom all

over the di

>'Ytf'¶ie
is ' t bR ': ' 4 ',lY e

ace - these were all big animals," says

Harper, a professor of marine science

with the Texas A&M marine lab in

Galveston.

What Harper had come upon unex-

pectedly - and later confirmed with

subsequent dives and laboratory testing -
an oxygen-starved dead zone in the

Gulf of Mexico that suffocates any marine

life that can't escape its path. At the time,

very little was known about these kinds of

outbreaks other than anecdotal informa-

tion of similar occurrences off the coast

ofLouisiana. Harper continued to make

dives off the Freeport coast for seven

ars as part of an inspection of undersea

salt domes. During that time, he

encountered similar hypoxic zones at

intervals of two years.
A few years later, marine biologists

discovered off the Louisiana coast a

asteland that made Harper's

apocalyptic scene seem minor by

comparison. The same hypoxic

conditions that Harper came upon
had grown like a cancer off the

Louisiana coast since 1985. Marine

biologists gave the phenomenon a

name worthy of a science fiction

movie: The Dead Zone.

UUE RE mE E REU C SE.
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Harper and other marine biologists
who have studied the blight over two

decades believe the oxygen-starved dead

zone the size of New Jersey that forms

each summer off Louisiana's coast is a

threat to the health and stability of the

THE 7,OOO-SQUARE-MILE
HYPOXIC ZONE, SPAWNED

BY AN OVERABUNDANCE
OF NUTRIENTS FLOWING
DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI,
HAS BEEN TRACKED OFF
THE LOUISIANA COAST
FROM THE MOUTH OF THE
RIVER ALL THE WAY TO
THF TFXAS BORDER.

entire western Gulf of Mexico. "If it

continues to increase, it could affect the

entire Texas coast down to at least the

Corpus Christi area," Harper says. "And

then you are talking about dead water

on a massive scale, and the secession of

scme of the fisheries."

Spawned by an overabundance of

nutrients flowing down the Mississippi

River, the 7,000-square-mile hypoxic -
low oxygen - zone has been tracked

off the Louisiana coast from the river's

mouth all the way to the Texas border.

Marine scientists have watched it

move into deeper waters, and they fear

it could spread as far south as the Texas

Coastal Bend, killing or evicting every
marine animal in its path.

The hvoxia that has occurred off

Texas is "imported" from Louisiana and is

not generated by Texas rivers flowing into

the gulf, Harper says. He points out that

the Mississippi River discharges hundreds

of times more water than the local rivers,

ar d the salinity of Lower Galveston Bay
also is influenced more by the Mississippi.
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"By and large the Mississippi controls the

water salinity, the water clarity and every-

thing else over here."

Shordy after Harper's encounter with

hypoxic outbreaks in Texas waters, his

research colleague Nancy Rabalais joined

Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium

and began a series of studies on the dead

water zones. Rabalais, a co-discoverer of

the massive dead zone off Louisiana, has

compiled data and tracked the phenomenon

for more than 15 years.

THE SHAPE OF
THINGS TO COME?
THE DEAD ZONE IS CURRENTLY A

seasonal phenomenon. It appears off

Louisiana waters around May, after

floods have washed nutrients off river-

side lands and carried them down-

stream by the Mississippi to the gulf.

The condition disappears when winter

winds break up algal blooms and move

oxygen-rich water back into the area.

The size of the dead zone off Louisiana

grew as large as 4,000 square miles in the

period from 1985 to 1997. (It barely
occurred at all during the drought year of

1988.) But the phenomenon attracted lit-

tle attention outside scientific circles until

1993, a year of major flooding, when it

doubled in size to more than 7,000 square

miles. What followed also alarmed scien-

tists. Since 1993, the dead zone exceeded

6,000 square miles each year, peaking at

7,032 square miles in 1995. It appeared to

pull back slightly in 1998 to 4,800 square
miles, but Rabalais said it merely changed

shape, growing deeper as it narrowed and

moving into deeper waters. "On the map

it appears smaller, but the volume was

about the same," she says.

The dead zone now extends out an

astounding 55 miles into the gulf in

some places, and to depths of 130 feet.

DOWN OFF THE FARM
ONE OF THE 10 LARGEST RIVERS IN THE

world, the mighty Mississippi drains 40
percent of the land area of the continental

United States and dumps 580 cubic

kilometers o- water into the Gulf o

Mexico every year. Bu: in the process

it also dumps a huge :oad of agri-

culrural nutt ents, some traveling

1,000 miles to the gulf. Most

scientists agtre that this nutrier t

load is one of the chief causes

of he dead zone area. Other

rivers that run to the gulf delver

agricultural :au:rients, but

none on the scale ard volu-n°

of :he Mississippi River.
The Mississippi Riher wate-

shed carries more than 1.5

million tons of nitrogen,
much of it wasl-ed frcm the

fields of the Midwest farm belt says

Ot-o Doerir -, a professor at Purde

University. Nutrients like nit-ogen and

phosphorus are essential for healtdKy

marine and 'reshwater environments.

Bu: an overtaundance can trigger exces-

sive algal grcwth eutrophicationn> which

results in reduced sunlight, loss cf

aquatic habitat and a decrease in oxygen

dis:oved in the wate-. Studies of water

samples, sediments from the sea Roor

and other data show that the amount of

disso ed nitrogen in the outlow of
the Mississippi and toe adjacent

Atchafalaya Basin has tripled since the

early 1970s.
Officials with the U.S. Geological

Survey say sewage fro m urban develop-

F -i

men along tie

M ssissippi and its tributaries cor

t-irutes only in a smll way to the
problem. A U.S.G.S. smucy estimates

tart 90 percent of the Mississippi Ri er

nitrogen cones frerm three sources:

commercial fertiliaes, livestock r

man-are used as fertilizer, and plants

s acF as soybeans ia at send n trogen

into the soil rather tha, tae it out.

"The size anc duratio- of the hypoxic

zone _s very clearly driven Ly the nutri

ent load in tl-e Mississppi diver, says

Dorald Scavia, director of the Coastal

Oceans Program at the Naticnal c

Oceanic and Atmcspheric

Ac-ministrataon (NOAA).
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WARNING SIGNS
IF YOERI LOOKING IC'FR A WORST-CASE

scenario ofwhat could happen in the

Gulf ofMexico, you ieedn': look any

farther than the Black Sea. The sea,

whica supports everydig from the

Ukrainian fishing fleet a resort

industry on the Bulgarian coast, began

to receive a massive load of nutrients

starting in the 1960s,as development

and agricultural pesticide use boomed

along, the Danube Rive.

After decades ofdecline, the Blac< Sea

hit a low point in 1989. "A terrible

dtenh :f rotting eggs escended on tae
streets oflOdessa," as c Ain Woodard
describes it in Oceans End: Travels
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And the loss to firi s isno
confined to the affected zone alone.

Richard Moore, a commercial fisherman

on the upper Texas coast, says that

productive areas surrounding dead
zones quickly become overfished when

most of the fleet descends on the area.

Biologists are also concerned about

other, more subtle effects on the ecology
of the gulf. Because of the persistent

annual occurrence of hypoxia in the

Atchafalaya Bay area of Louisiana,

Harper notes that there no longer
exists what is called a climax community
- a marine community that has gone
through all of its changes and is in a

steady state. "That is because everything
is killed off every year," he says.

Harper compares the effects of the

seasonal appearance of hypoxia on the

Texas-Louisiana Shelf with the burning
down of a mature forest. "If you start

from scratch, you have shrubs and grasses,

big trees take over, and eventually you
reach this climax community, which is

the old-growth forest. If you burn it

down every year, you don't have a climax

community old-growth forest. We are

having the same effect [in the dead zone]."

FISHING
FOR SOLUTIONS
THOUGH SCIENTISTS AGREE THAT

cutting the levels of nutrients in the

Mississippi River is the way to diminish

the hypoxic zone, the best way to do

so remains unclear. For example, should

nutrient runoff be controlled closer to the

mouth of the Mississippi or in the middle

of the river drainage, where a significant

amount of nutrients are deposited?

Remedies being studied include

reducing agricultural sources of nitrogen

by cutting fertilizer use or tightening
controls on livestock waste. Scientists

are studying new techniques for applying
fertilizer in hopes of reducing runoff

without sacrificing crop yields. Another

solution may be to create wetlands or

woodland buffer zones along the river

to remove nitrogen naturally from the

water before it reaches the gulf.

!)rough EndangeredS as. "Out in the

bay, scientists found an algae bloom of

naocking proportions Tiny phyto-

plankton in the water attained such

dense concentrations that hydrogen

sulfide gas began to -se out of the

sea as dead creatures of all sorts

decayc' Comb jelly-ish and algae

took Aver, and "fish stocks suffered

a sudden, devastating crash." Some

2 million =shermen lost their jobs

in wiat may be the world's first

example of the death of a sea by

eutncphication.

&om~ntasts who have studied

the Black Sea are Concerned

that the gul= dead zone cruld be follow-

irg the same pattern toward disaster. If

no:ling is doze to halt the expansion of

the dead zore, they say, it could evcntu-

ally become a permanent rather than

seasonal blight on the gulf.

What would happen to the $26 billion
guif fishery? Although da-a is lacking
on tie full -mpacr of the dead zone on

commercial ishir_g, the anecdotal evi-

den:e is distcraing. Some Texas shrimpers

who set their :rawls off Louisiana say it

has driven r any cf their colleagues out of

these waters or out of business. Fishermen

hare blamec the dmad zone for reducing

rrenaaden and shrimp catches. One

thing is certain: shrimp lose a staple

fcc-d source wher the bottom-dwelling

worms they feed on are killed.
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But the attempt to make the needed

large-scale changes in land use or agri-

cultural practices presents significant

po itical challenges. Agricultural com-

munities and cities along the Midwest

CuRRENTLY A SEA uiAL
PHENOMENON, THE DEAD
ZONE APPEARS OFF THE

LOUISIANA COAST IN
MAY, AFTER FLOODING
WASHES NUTRIENTS OFF
LANDS NEAR THE MISS
ISSIPPI AND CARRIES
THEM DOWNSTREAM TO
THE GULF OF MEXICO.

for use by a task force of federal and

state policymakers. The Committee on

Environment and Natural Resources

(CENR) has recommended a 20 percent

cutback on fertilizer use by half of all

American farms, along with converting

5 million acres of farmland to wetlands

at a cost of $4.9 billion a year. But

using less fertilizer to meet this goal

presents problems for farmers, some

of whom call the 20 percent reduction

draconian. One solution might be to
offer compensation to farmers who turn

riverside land into wetland reserves,
creating a buffer that reduces the

nutrient load draining out of the area.

"The squabble now is between the

marine interests down here and the

agricultural interests in the breadbasket

of the United States," says Harper.

Can the nation's farming and fishing

interests afford a solution that will

reverse the declining trend in North

America's most productive sea? More

to the point, can they afford not to? *

farm belt are not likely to want to take

on the cost of improving a coastal envi-

ronment hundreds or thousands of miles

aw,ay. Calls for reduced use of fertilizers

also are coming at a time when prices

for wheat, cotton and corn are high and

there is pressure on farmers to increase

their production.

Concern over the spread of the dead

zone and its potential impact on the

ecology of the Gulf of Mexico has gotten

the attention of state governments,
federal agencies and the White House,

and there are a variety of initiatives

underway to find remedies. The

Mississippi Riverwise partnership is

working with governmental agencies,

farming organizations and commercial

fishermen to find solutions. NOAA has

compiled reports from six scientific

teams that examined virtually every

aspect of the problem, from causes to

costs of various remedies.

The Clinton Administration has

attempted to distill the newest discoveries

about the dead zone into a single volume

a3U 3 NE U,QAESRE -
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radiocarbon-dated as old as 4,000 years.

We begin with a steep descent into

the canyon, which in many areas is

solid limestone, alternating with brushy

patches. The sheer cliffs tower 75 to 150
feet into the sky, and the canyon appears

to have been scooped out by prehistoric

flash floods. The cliffs are streaked with

gray and gold, known to geologists as

"desert varnish." (The gray denotes areas
where rainfall drips; the gold, areas with

rare runoff.) The walls of the limestone

canyon, which extend down thousands

of feet, are 50 to 150 million years
old, according to park manager Pancho
Brotherton. Fellow hiker Dr. Jan Earle,

a geology/anthropology instructor at

Laredo Community College, points out

honeycombed weathered limestone and

"natural cement" where erosion has

made indentations in the limestone.

Our first stop is Fate Bell Shelter, a
premier Pecos River-style pictograph
site. Stylized handprints on the wall,

presumably made when the artist painted

the palms of his hands, scratched a

design in the paint, and used his hands
as a woodblock. Pictographs also extend

across the back of the shelter in a 450-
foot-wide panel that depicts shamans, deer,
arrows and panthers. Drawings of
shamans with heads of various animals

predominate, suggesting a relationship
between man and the natural world.

One scene, for example, shows birds

flying beside two shamans, possibly

depicting the guidance of feathered friends

in hastening the soul's voyage from here

to eternity. Another depicts a six-foot-tall

human-like figure with antlers and feath-

ered wings. The painting shows the shaman

midway in his transformation from

human to animal. His size and the waves

emanating from his wings may signify
the transcendence of the bird-deer incar-

nation, according to pictograph scholars.

But scholars can make only educated

guesses at what the pictographs convey.
Like modern abstract art, pictographs are

open to interpretation. Some believe the

paintings are religious others a:gue they
depict ancient life, while others say they
may simply be Archaic doodles. Says
Zir tgraff, "The paintings are examples
of the mythology of the people of some

1C,000 years ago, when mar and animal
were believed to be pa-ts of a whole."

The shelter site includes a large boulder

tha: served as a "Black and De:ker

workbench of the Archaic," according
to Amistad National Recreation Area

A large, flat stone known as the "polishing rock," below, served as a workbench in the Archaic
period. The panther shaman, top right, appears in Panther Cave in various cobrs, sizes and

San Angelo
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geologist Joe Labadie. "You can tell

people sharpened tools there, talked

about their children, hunting, the

weather," he says. "It was a gathering

place. It can almost speak to you, if

you know how to listen."

Continuing the hike down into the

canyon, I note the bottom growth, heavy

compared to the sparse vegetation on top.

The area becomes more dense with button

brush, Texas buckeye, walnut, mesquite,

oak and even a wild grapevine. We must

move branches from the path as we walk.

At midday, the temperature is about

75 degrees, and the canyon is virtually

devoid of wildlife. A Texas earless lizard

scampers onto a rock, then stands

motionless under the admiring gaze of

the hikers, who marvel at the turquoise

streak on its throat and underbelly before

it disappears into the brush.

The air becomes warmer as we approach

Black Cave, our break and turn-back

point. I am glad I brought plenty of

water; hiking is not to be taken lightly in

the desert. Finally, we reach Black Cave

and gaze up at pictographs drawn 20

feet high on the cave walls. "The original

floor was much higher on the wall before

the flood of 1954 washed it out," explains

Tybor. "But they probably still used
some type of ladder or scaffolding."

Although shamans are usually shown in

a frontal pose with arms upraised, as in

Fate Bell Shelter, Black Cave houses an

unusual depiction, often called the danc-

ing shaman. In this painting, two

shamans, looking much like standing rep-

tiles, appear to be facing each other with

arms touching. Red and black spots out-

line their backs marks that some schol-

ars say represent hallucinogenic native

seeds that may have been used to induce

trance states. We make the steep climb up

into the cave for a closer look into the dis-

tant past. "We are looking up into the

ancient ocean floor," Earle says, pointing

At the point where Seminole Canyon empties into Amistad Reservoir, left, steps lead up
to Panther Cave, accessible only on specially scheduled tours when the water is high
enough to allow boat access. Below, visitors study the pictographs in Fate Bell Shelter.
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out the shells of ancient sea creatures, called

turrilites, embedded in the cave ceiling.

After lunch and a rest, we are ready

for the hike back. The landscape remains

primitive, stark and larger than life. I

am particularly impressed with a two-ton

boulder balancing on a tiny stem of

limestone, like a basketball balancing

on a golf tee. Over the years, erosion has

4

A,

taken away the canyon floor and left the

small, fluted limestone stem supporting

the weight of the boulder. "The canyon

looks like a big bathtub, with the bottom

almost as wide as the top, where most

canyons are V-shaped," says Earle. "This

unusual profile is formed by water dis-

solving the rock instead of breaking it

down into little pieces. This process,

called dissolution, occurs here because of

the calcite content in the rock; calcite

may gradually be dissolved by rainwater."

This is a primitive world, where sur-

vival of the fittest takes on real meaning.

Along with the pictographs, the canyon

walls connect millions of years of the

distant past to the present. Seeing this

effect of nature's workings gives modern

hikers much to ponder. What would it

be like to survive in this environment,

with access only to local plants and

animals, rock shelters and scant water -

at the mercy of nature's whims?

Sooner than we expect, we are on the

flat limestone leading back to our starting

point. It is 4:30 p.m., and after seven

miles of walking, the steep steps leading

up to the park headquarters pose the most

difficult physical challenge of the day.

The entire hiking experience - with

high canyon walls, stark vistas, gigantic

boulders, shelters and pictographs

has indeed been a workout for body and

soul. As "The Maker of Peace" looms,

welcoming our group back to civilization,

I feel I have traveled more than seven

miles, more than one day. Looking out
over the canyon, I feel like I am on top
of the world, full of a deep sense of

peace and of accomplishment. I have

completed a mystic journey. *

SusAN COTTLE LEONARD, aformer

reporterfor the Del Rio News-Herald, is

tourism and convention director ofDel Rio.

After a rain, water collects beside the trail to Fate Bell Shelter in a spot that's usually dry,
below. A shaman, right, is one of the Triad in a panel at the shelter. Black Cave (not
pictured) offers a rare depiction of two shamans facinr each other with arms touching
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HORNY
:kine of a true Texas na

>e-old ra

summer days growing up in

L ONG A SYMBOL 
OF CAREFREETexas, the horned lizard has

now largely disappeared from

much of the state's landscape. Children

no longer find them as readily as in

years past. Parents and grandparents

exclaim that they haven't seen a horned

toad in 20 or 30 years. This lizard's

fate epitomizes the cumulative effects

of our species on the environment: not

only do we get rid of what is harmful,
we are destroying things truly close to

our hearts.

Three species of horned lizards

make Texas their home. The Texas and

mountain short-horned lizards are state

listed as threatened species and protected

from collection. The Texas horned

lizard ranges in color from light tan and

gray to dark rusty red. It is distinguished

by beautiful yellow and white circles

around pyramidical scales on its back.

The mountain short-horned lizard is

distinguished by head spines directed

back toward the tail. It is generally dark

brown or gray, often with red and blue

highlights. This species can be found
only at higher elevations in the West

Texas mountains. It gives birth to live

young rather than laying eggs in the

ground. A third species, the roundtail

horned lizard, is pale, matching the soil

where it lives. It has dark neck patches,

tail bands near its rear legs and four

short occipital horns. The roundtail is

restricted to the western half of the state,

TOADS
where it lives primarily in canyons

with rocky soils.

Historically, the range of the Texas

horned lizard - better known as the

"Texas horny toad," although it is not

a toad at all - included the entire

state, except for the easternmost counties

of the Pineywoods. But now Phrynosoma

cornutum has disappeared throughout

East Texas (represented by a line

extending from Fort Worth to Corpus

Christi), except for a few isolated and

introduced populations. It also has

disappeared throughout a large section

of Central Texas, the Rio Grande

Valley and North Texas.

Biologists suspect the invasion of fire

ants in the 1950s is one reason for the

decline. Scientists have documented

direct attacks by fire ants on the nests

of harvester ants, the primary food of

the horned lizard. Horned lizards can

eat as many as 200 or more ants a day.

Nearly 70 percent of their diet consists

of harvester ants, which they can eat

because their blood contains a detoxifying

agent against harvester venom. (Velvet

ants, beetles, grasshoppers, pill bugs and

By WENDY HODGES

other arthropods round out their diet.)
A horned lizard will travel from one ant

mound to the next, eating ants along the

trails. Since horned lizards do not eat

fire ants, the displacement of native ants

was a blow to horned lizard populations.

Aside from the invasion of the red

fire ant, two other reasons have been

suggested for the continued decline in

the state's populations: habitat alter-

ation or destruction by agriculture and

urbanization, and the use of insecticides

and other toxic chemicals on crops and

to control fire ants. To help halt the

decline, the Horned Lizard Conservation

Society recommends avoiding pesticides

(particularly those that kill ants), planting
native vegetation and controlling fire
ants with nonchemical means.

Many people think it's a myth, but
horned lizards actually do squirt blood

from their eyes. This behavior was

recorded as early as 1651 by the Spanish

explorer Francisco Hernandez. He

wrote, "One extraordinary thing that
exists in no other animal (as far as I

know) is that if its head or eyes are

pressed, or if it is struck carelessly, it
vigorously shoots drops of blood ...

up to a distance of three paces."

If threatened, the lizard is believed

to squirt blood at large predators. A

coyote or fox or dog that attempts to

eat a horned lizard may find the lizard's

blood distasteful or otherwise unpleas-

ant, and may drop the lizard from its

mouth or turn away, giving the lizard

D E C E M B E R 2 0 0 0
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an opportunity

predators such as

cats and ground s

blood squirting.

The habits of h

somewhat depending on where they
live. Northern populations

lizards are active p

March to late October,

can be seen on un

days. In early spring

activity is limited

temperatures are

the summer months,

bimodal; lizards m

morning and an h

sundown to avoid

During winter m

horned lizards burv

themselves six to

inches below the

surface, where they

to escape. Smaller They emerge at sunrise to heat

lizards, snakes, birds, themselves by basking in the early

squirrels do not elicit morning sun. Once their heads are

warm, they heat the rest of their bodies

orne lizrds ary by sitting with their backs turned
ding on where they toward the rising sun like a solar

o horned panel. Once they warm up, they

primarily from late begin to forage. They may spend

though they some time digging a new burrow or

iusullywar witer head-bobbing at other lizards, perhaps
and late fall, their a mate or invading competitor.

to midday, when Once the sun is directly overhead,

warmest. Throughout horned lizards begin to seek shade.

activity is When even the shade gets too hot,

move about in early they retreat underground, coming

hour or two before back out in the evening to forage

extreme heat. ,some more or dig

mnths, around until dark.

In 1977 the Texas

12 horned lizard became

soil one of the first

animals to be

listed by the

state as

they a

lie dormant until

spring. In South

Texas they are

active from

February to as late

as December, and they

hibernate at shallow depths

of less than two inches.

Horned lizards exist m two

worlds aboveground and

underground. In cooler climates

they spend the night

buried just below

the surface of the

earth or in a

burrow.

threatened. In 1967, 10 years before

the state's adoption of protective

legislation for any threatened species,

P. cornutum was banned by legislation

from commercial and private sale.

The measure may have slowed, but

did not stop the decline. In declaring

the Texas horned lizard as the state

reptile in 1993, the Texas legislature

noted a pattern. "Like many other

things truly Texan," it observed,

"it is a threatened species."

For More Information
i fino it we b ' b

conservation in Texas, contact the

Horned Lizard Conservation Society,

P.O. Box 122, Austin, TX 78767, 512-3(

0892. Landowners who are interested

in participating in Texas Parks and
Wildlife's Horned Lizard Watch Proir
may catt Soo-792-1112, ext. 7011 or

the Web site: <www.tpwd.state.tx

/nature/education-' ai,ker o')rned *.
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From Big Bend to the Big Thicket and the Red to the Rio Grande

4
PANHANDLE-

PLAINS

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec.: Llama Treks, San Angelo
SP, San Angelo, by reservation,
Jordan Llamas, 915-651-7346.

Dec. 2: Living History, Palo Duro
Canyon SP, Canyon, 806-488-
2227 x49.

Dec. 2,16: Petroglyph Tour, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-4757,
Dec. 2,16: Longhorn and Bison
Seminar, San Angelo SP, San
Angelo, 915-949-4757.

Dec. 2,30: Family Nature Hike,
Palo Duro Canyon SP, Canyon,
806-488-2227 x49.

Dec. 9: Dinosaur Walk, San
Angelo SP, 915-949-4757.

De. 9: ^anyar Chat, Palo Duro
Canyon SP, Canyon, 806-488-
2227 x49.

Dec. 9-24: peasantt season in
37 Pnhandle counties, 512-
389-4505.

Dec. 9, 23: nature Hike, Palo
Du- Canyor .5P, Canyon, 8o6-
488-2227 x49.

Dec. 16: Wi :er Nature
Photography W~rkshop,
Caprock Capris SP & Trailway,
Quilaque, Ec6-455-1492.

Dec. 16: Ch-istmas in the
Canyon. Pa c Duro Canyon SP,
Canyon. 8c5-4E8-2227 x49.

Dec. 23: Stargazing, Palo Duro
Canyon SP, 806-488-2227 x49.

Dec. 26: Mou-ning dove season
opens in the Central and South
ZonE, 5-2-389-4505.

Dec. 30: Canyon Critters, Palo
Dur: Canycr SP, Canyon, 8o6-
48.3-2227 x49.

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Nature Frograms, call for
de-ails, Abi ene SP, Abilene,
915-572-3204.

Jan. 6, 20: Petroglyph Tour, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-4757.

Jan. 13, 27: Dinosaur Walk, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-4757.

Jan.13: Stargazing Party,
Abilene SP, Abilene, 915-572-
3204.

Jan. 20: Longhorn and Bison
Seminar, San Angelo SP, San
Angelo, 915-949-4757.

Jan. 21-22: Hunter Safety
Course, Copper Breaks SP,
Quanah, 940-839-4331.

PRAIRIES
AND LAKES

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec.: Early German Christmas,
call for dates, Monument Hill &
Kreische Brewery SHP, La

-
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Grange, 979-968-5658.

Dec.: Historic and Scenic Tour,
by reservation only to groups of
to or more, Monument Hill &
Kreische Brewery SHP, La
Grange, 979-968-5658.

Dec.: Historical Tours, every
Saturday & Sunday, Stephen F.
Austin SHP, San Felipe, 979-
885-3613.

Dec.: Bald Eagle Tour, every
Saturday, Fairfield Lake SP,
Fairfield, 903-389-4514.

Dec.: Kreische Brewery Tours,
every Saturday and Sunday,
Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Dec.: Guided Tours, every week-
end, Fanthorp Inn SHP,
Anderson, 936-873-2633.

Dec.: Evening Campfire
Programs, every Saturday,
Stephen F. Austin SHP, San
Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Dec. 2, 9,15,16: Trail of Lights,
Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Dec. 2: Sandhill crane season
opens in Zone B, 512-389-4505.

Dec. 3: Christmas Celebration at
Maxey House, Sam Bell Maxey
House SHP, Paris, 903-785-
5716.

Dec. 9: Pancakes With Santa,
Stephen F. Austin SHP, San
Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Dec. 9: Christmas Caroling and
Hayride, Stephen F. Austin SHP,
San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Dec. 9,16: Candlelight
Christmas, Washington-on-the-
Brazos SHP, Washington, 936-
878-2213.

Dec. 26: Mourning dove season
opens in the Central and South
Zone, 512-389-4505.

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Historic and Scenic Tour,
by reservation only, Monument
Hill & Kreische Brewery SHP, La
Grange, 979-968-5658.



Jan.: Kreische Brewery Tours,
every Saturday and Sunday,
Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Jan.: Campfire Programs, every
Saturday, Stephen F. Austin
SHP, San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Jan.: Historical Tours, every
Sunday, Stephen F. Austin SHP,
San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Jan. 6,7, 20, 21: Birds of the
Brazos Hike, Stephen F. Austin
SHP, San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Jan. 7,14: Kreische House
Tours, Monument Hill &
Kreische Brewery SHP, La
Grange, 979-968-5658.

Jan. 13, 20, 27: Bald Eagle Tour,
Fairfield Lake SP, Fairfield, 903-
389-4514.

Jan. 20-21: Origins Of The
Cowboy, Washington-on-the-
Brazos SHP, Washington, 936-
878-2213.

Jan. 20-21: Eagle Fest 2001,
Emory, 800-561-1182.

Jan. 20-31: Vanishing
Amphibians, Texas Freshwater
Fisheries Center, Athens, 903-
676-BASS

Jan. 20: Trout Clinic, Fort Parker
SP, Mexia, 254-562-5751.

Jan. 22: Special light goose con-
servation season opens in the
Eastern Zone, 512-389-4505

Jan. 26: Fish-It's Fine Food,
Texas Freshwater Fisheries
Center, Athens, 903-676-BASS

PINEYWOODS

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec. 2, 9,16: Victorian
Christmas Train, Texas State
Railroad SHP, Rusk, 800-659-
3484 or 903-723-3014.

Dec. 9: Guided Nature Trail
Hike, Village Creek SP,
Lumberton, 409-755-7322.

Dec. 9: Christmas in the Park,
Mission Tejas SHP, Grapeland,
936-687-2394.

Dec. 9, 1o: Christmas Open
House, Governor Hogg Shrine
HP, Quitman, 903-763-2701.

Dec. 16: Floating the Forks,

Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, 409-
384-5231.

Dec. 26: Mourning dove season
opens in the Central and South
Zone, 512-389-4505.

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan. 13, 27: Guided Nature Hike,
Village Creek SP, Lumberton,
409-755-7322.

Jan. 5,19: Slide Show, Village
Creek SP, Lumberton, 409-755-
7322.

Jan. 20: Floating the Forks,
Martin Dies, Jr. Jasper, SP, 409-
384-5231.

Jan. 22: Special light goose con-
servation season opens in the
Eastern Zone, 512-389-4505

Jan. 27: Annual Kid's Fishing
Day, Lake Bob Sandlin SP,
Pittsburg, 903-572-5531.

GULF COAST

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec.: Plantation house, barn
and grounds tours, Wednesdays
through Sundays, Varner-Hogg
Plantation SHP, West Columbia,
979-345-4656

Dec.: Nature Programs, Brazos
Bend SP, Needville, 409-553-
5102.

Dec.: Hatchery tours by reserva-
tion, Sea Center Texas, Lake
Jackson, 409-292-0100

Dec. 2: Pearl Harbor Ceremony,
Battleship Texas SHP, La Porte,
281-479-2431.

Dec. 2: Yuletide Gathering,
Armand Bayou Nature Center,
Houston, 281-474-2551

Dec. 2, 9: Candlelight
Christmas, Varner-Hogg
Plantation SHP, West Columbia,
979-345-4656.
Dec. 9: Caroling at the Mansion,
Fulton Mansion SHP, Fulton,
361-729-0386.

Dec. 4, 30: Whooping Crane
Bus Tour, Matagorda Island SP
& WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

Dec. 15: Christmas Bird Count,
Armand Bayou Nature Center,
Houston, 281-474-2551

Dec. 16: Caroling in the Park,

Lake Texana SP, Edna, 361-782-
5718.

Dec. 26: Mourning dove season
opens in the Central and South
Zone, 512-389-4505.

Dec. 28: Intracoastal Whooping
Crane Tour, Matagorda Island
SP & WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

Dec. 29: Beach Combing and
Shelling Tour, Matagorda Island
SP & WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Plantation house, barn
and grounds tours, Wednesdays
through Sundays, Varner-Hogg
Plantation SHP, West Columbia,
979-345-4656

Jan.: Tours, Tuesday through
Sunday, Sea Center Texas, Lake
Jackson, 979-292-0100

Jan.: Bird Walks, Every
Wednesday through Saturday,
Goose Island SP, Rockport, 361-
729-2858.

Jan.: Weekend Nature
Programs, Every Weekend, Lake
Texana SP, Edna, 361-782-5718.

Jan. so: Reenactment of the
Spindletop Gusher, Beaumont,
409-839-2977.

Jan. 12, 15: Intracoastal
Whooping Crane Tour,
Matagorda Island SP & WMA,
Port O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

Jan. 13: Beach Combing and
Shelling Tour, Matagorda Island
SP & WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

Jan.14: History Tour, Matagorda
Island SP & WMA, Port
O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

Jan. 18: Whooping Crane Bus
Tour, Matagorda Island SP &
WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-983-
2215.

Jan. 22: Special light goose con-
servation season opens in the
Eastern Zone, 512-389-4505

HILL COUNTRY

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec.: Gorman Falls Tour, every
Saturday & Sunday, weather
permitting, Colorado Bend SP,
Bend, 915-628-3240.

Dec.: Walking Cave Tour, every
Saturday & Sunday, weather
permitting, Colorado Bend SP,
Bend, 915-628-3240.

Dec.: Honey Creek Canyon
Walk, every Saturday, Honey
Creek SNA, Spring Branch, 830-
438-2656.

Dec. 1: Discovering Tracks,
Cibolo Nature Center, Boerne,
830-249-4616

Dec. 2: Crawling Cave Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Dec. 2: Sandhill crane season
opens in Zone B, 512-389-4505.

Dec. 16: Enchanted Rock Trail
Project Day, Enchanted Rock
SNA, Fredericksburg, 512-445-
3862

Dec. 17: 31st Annual Christmas
Tree Lighting Program, Lyndon
B. Johnson SHP, Stonewall, 830-
644-2252.

Dec. 18: Austin Fly Fishers
meeting, Austin, 512-918-1832

Dec. 26: Mourning dove season
opens in the Central and South
Zone, 512-389-4505.

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Campfire Programs, Every
Saturday, McKinney Falls SP,
Austin, 512-243-1643.

Jan.: Ranger Talk, Every
Saturday, McKinney Falls SP,
Austin, 512-243-1643.

Jan. 6-27: Honey Creek Canyon
Walk, Honey Creek SNA, Spring
Branch, 830-438-2656.

Jan. 6-28: Gorman Falls Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Jan. 6-28: Walking Cave Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Jan. 6: Crawling Cave Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Jan. 8: Late antlerless and spike
buck season opens in 25
Edwards Plateau counties, 512-
389-4505.

Jan. 15: Austin Fly Fishers meet-
ing, Austin, 512-918-1832

Jan. 18: Medina County in the
Civil War, Landmark Inn SHP,
Castroville, 830-931-2133.

Jan. 19-20: Sam Bass Treasure
Hunt/Mystery Game, Longhorn
Cavern SP, Burnet, 877-441-
2283.

Jan. 21: Enchanted Rock Trail
Project Day, Enchanted Rock
SNA, Fredericksburg, 512-445-
3862.

I.



BIG BEND
COUNTRY

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec.: Fate Bell Cave Dwelling
Tour, every Wednesday thru
Sunday, Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Dec.: White Shaman Tour,
Every Saturday, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Comstock, 888-
525-9907.

Dec. 1-3, 4-6, 8-1o: Fall Trail
Ride, Big Bend Ranch SP,
Presidio, 281-486-8070.

Dec. 7: Christmas Tea,
Magoffin Home SHP, El Paso,
915-533-5147.

Dec. 9: Stories of Spirit,
Magoffin Home SHP, El Paso,
915-533-5147.

Dec. 11-26: Fishing on the Rio
Grande, Black Gap WMA, 915-
376-2216.

Dec. 16: Christmas in the
Garden, Barton Warnock
Environmental Education
Center, Lajitas, 915-424-3327.

Dec. 26: Mourning dove sea-
son opens in the Central Zone,
512-389-4505-

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Fate Bell Cave Dwelling
Tour, Every Wednesday
through Sunday, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Comstock, 915-
292-4464.

Jan.: White Shaman Tour,
Every Saturday, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Comstock, 915-
292-4464.

Jan.: Bouldering Tours, every
Saturday and Sunday, Hueco
Tanks SHP, El Paso, 915-857-
1135.

Jan.: Pictograph Tours, every
Saturday and Sunday, Hueco
Tanks SHP, El Paso, 915-857-
1135.

Jan.: Phantom Cave Springs
and San Solomon Cienega
Tour, every Saturday,
Balmorhea SP, Toyahvale, 915-
375-2370.

Jan. 1-31: Quail Hunt, Black
Gap WMA, Brewster County,
915-376-2216.

Jan. 1-31: Fishing on the Rio
Grande, Black Gap WMA,
Brewster County, 915-376-
2216.

Jan. 13: Stories Of Spirit,
Magoffin Home SHP, El Paso,
915-533-5147.

Jan. 20: Presa Canyon Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Jan. 21: Bird Identification
Tours, Hueco Tanks SHP, El
Paso, 915-857-1135.

Jan. 21: Upper Canyon Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP, El Paso,
915-292-4464.

Jan. 22-26: Advanced
Wilderness First Aid, Barton
Warnock Environmental
Education Center, Lajitas, 915-
424-3327.

Jan. 26-27: Living History
Days, Fort Leaton SHP,
Presidio, 915-229-3613.

SOUTH TEXAS
PLAINS

DECEMBER EVENTS

Dec.: Christmas at Choke
Canyon, call for events, times
and dates, Choke Canyon
SP/Calliham Unit, Calliham,
361-786-3868.

Dec.: Kiskadee Bus Tour, every
Tuesday and Friday, Bentsen-
Rio Grande Valley SP, Mission,
956-585-1107.

Dec. 2: Christmas Concert,
Goliad SHP, Goliad, 361-645-
3405.

Dec. 2: 12th Annual Pony
Express Ride between Goliad
and San Antonio, 361-645-
3752.

Dec. 2: 19th Century
Reenactors Frontier
Rendezvous, Presidio La
Bahia, Goliad, 361-645-3752.

Dec. 3: Dutch Oven Cooking

SP
SHP

SNA

WA

STATE PARK
STATE HISTORICAL
PARK
STATE NATURAL
AREA
WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
AREA

Class, Government Canyon
SNA, San Antonio, 210-688-
9570.

Dec. 12: Virgin of Guadalupe
Mass, Goliad SHP, Goliad, 361-
645-3405.

Dec. 26: Mourning dove sea-
son opens in the Central and
South Zone, 512-389-4505.

Dec. 30: Sandhill crane season
opens in Zone C, 512-389-
4505.

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Kiskadee Bus Tour, every
Tuesday and Friday, Bentsen
Rio Grande SP, Mission, 956-
585-1107.

Jan. 22: Special light goose
conservation season opens in
the Eastern Zone, 512-389-
4505.

Jan. 22: Late antlerless and
spike buck season opens in 30
South Texas counties, 512-
389-4505.

State Parks Offer Public Hunts

fall. As in the past, the specially controleo pt lic hunts are
scheduled for Vonday through Fridav, a slow time at most parks
during fall and winter. Most parks will be open on Saturdays
and Sundays for canmpirg, picnicking and similar activities.

The following schedule lists the times and dates when public
access is restri-ed. Call the park of your e ioice directly to make
sure it will be open on tne day you want to visit. Or call Texas
Parks and Wildife's information line, 800--792-11, between 8
a m. and 5 p.rn Monday-Friday.
for public hunt information.

Nov. 28-Dec. 1
Caprock Canyons SP

806-455-1492
Colorado Bend SP

915-628-32Lo
Dec. 5-7, 12-14, 19-21

Atlanta SP
903-796-6476

Dec. 3-8, 17-22
Brazos Bend SP

409-553-5101
Dec. 5-8

Caprock Canyons SP
806-455-1492

Dec. 5-8, 12-15, 26-29
Colorado Bend SP

915-628-32C0
Dec. 4-7, 11-14

Devils River SNA
830-395-2133

Dec. 3-8, 17-22, 25-29
Enchanted Rock SNA

915-247-3903
Dec. 3-8

Fairfield Lake SP
903-389-45-4

Dec. 4-7, 10-15
Garner SP

830-232-6112
Dec. 3-6, 10-13, 17-20

Hill Country SNA
830-796-44-3

Dec. 27-29
Huntsville SP
936-295-5644

Dec. 10-15
Lake Houston SP

281-354-6881
Dec. 4-8, 11-15, 18-22, 26-28

Pedernales Falls SP
830-868-7304

Dec. 3-8, 1o-15
Seminole Canyon SP

915-292-4464
Jan. 9-11, 23-25

Big Bend Ranch SP
915-229-3416

Press 3 for park information or 5

Jan. 1-5, 8-12, 15-19, 22-26
Lake Brownwood SP

915-78-5223
Jan. 1-3, 3-5, 8-1o, 10-12,

15-17, 17-19
Choke Canyon SP

361-786-3868
Jan. 2-5, 9-12, 16-19, 23-2E

Colorado Bend SP

915-628-3240
Jan. 8-10, 10-12, 15-17, 17-19

Davis Mountains SP
915-426-3337

Jan. 3-5, 8-10, 10-12, 17-19
Guadalupe River SP

83o-L38-2656
Jan. 7-10, 14-17
Hill Country SNA

830-796-4413
Jan. 2-5, 7-12, 16-19

Honey Creek SNA
83o-L38-2656
Jan 3-5, 8-12
Huntsville SP
409-295-5644

Jan. 3-5, 10-12, 17-19
Inks Lake/Longhorn Cavern SP

512-793-2223
Jan. 6-7, 8-10, 10-12

Lake Houston SP
281-354-6881

Jan. 2-4
Lake Mineral Wells SP

940-328-1171
Jan. 7-12

Lake Whitney SP
254-694-3793

Jan. 2-5, 8-12, 15-19, 22-26
Pedernales Falls SP

830-868-7304
Jan 8-12, 10-12

Scuth Llano River SP
915-446-3994

I --AU
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It's our first "Emmy
Celebration," and
throughout December
we'll broadcast stories
that have had the
distinction of winning that
prestigious award.

Dec. 3 - 10:
East Texas' rich outdoor
heritage; a wilderness
trail for people with
disabilities; birdwatching
at the garbage dump;
a West Texas spring
gone dry.

Dec. 10 - 17:
A summer camp for
children battling cancer;
Bela Karolyi's love for
the outdoors.

Dec. 17 - 24:
Wildlife photographer
Wyman Meinzer; cold-
weather fishing; wildlife
rehab in suburban
Houston; Attwater's
prairie chicken update.

Dec. 24 - 31:
Efforts to save
Balmorhea Springs in
West Texas; "Lucky," the
turkey decoy; a family
that hunts together.

"TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE"
Winner of 12 Emmy Awards, our television
series is broadcast throughout Texas on
local PBS affiliates. In stereo where
available.

Track coyotes with wildlife photographer
Wyman Meinzer. Watch the week of Dec. 17.

Amarillo: KACV, Ch. 2 / Sat. 5:30 p.m.
Austin: KLRU, Ch. 18 / Sun. 1o a.m. /
Mon. 12:30 p.m. KLRU-TOO, Cable Ch. 20 /
Tues. 11 p.m., 12 p.m.
Bryan-College Station: KAMU, Ch. 15 /
Thurs. 7 p.m.

Corpus Christi: KEDT, Ch. 16 / Sun. 11 a.m. /
Thurs. 10 a.m. / Friday 11:30 p.m.

Dallas/Fort Worth: KERA, Ch. 13 / Fri. 1:30 p.m.
Also serving Abilene, Denton, Longview, Marshall, San Angelo,
Texarkana, Tyler, Wichita Falls, Sherman

El Paso: KCOS, Ch. 13 / Sat. 5:30 p.m.
Harlingen: KMBH, Ch. 60 / Tues. 8 p.m.
Also serving McAllen, Mission, Brownsville

Houston: KUHT, Ch. 8 / Sun. 5 p.m. / Fri. 1 p.m.
Also serving Beaumont/Port Arthur, Galveston,
Texas City, Victoria

Killeen: KNCT, Ch. 46 / Sun. 4 p.m.
Also serving Temple

Lubbock: KTXT, Ch. 5 / Sat. 6:30 p.m.

Odessa-Midland: KOCV, Ch. 36 / Sat. 5 p.m.

San Antonio & Laredo: KLRN, Ch. 9 /
Thur. noon

Waco: KWBU, Ch. 34 / Sat. 3 p.m.

Schedules are subject to change, so check local listings.

"PASSPORT TO TEXAS"

Your Radio Guide to the
Great Texas Outdoors

Join Joel Block weekdays
for a 9o-second Journey into

the Texas Outdoors. Producer
Kathleen Jenkins. Check this
listing for a station near you
or tune in on our Web site:

<www.passporttotexas.com>

Abiane: KACU-FM 89.7 / 7:06 a.m. &
1:44 6:01 p.m.

Amarillo: KACV-FM 89.9 / 9:20 a.m.

Austin: KUT-FM 90.5 / 1:58 p.m., (12:58
p.m. Fr.), KVET-AM 1300 /
6:15 a.m. (Sat.) • Austin American-
Statesman's Inside Line 512-416-5700
category 6287 (NATR)

Beajmont: KLVI-AM 560 / 5:20 a.m.

Big Spring: KBST-AM 1490 / TBA

Brady: KNEL-AM 1490 / 7:50 a.m. &
8:Sc p.m., KNEL-FM 95.3 / 7:50 a.m. &
8:5c p.m.

Bridgeport: KBOC-FM 98.3 /
8 :4L a.m. & 5:25 p.m.

Bryan: WTAW-AM 1150 / 5:45 p.m.

Canton: KVCI-AM 1510 / 6:40 a.m.

Canyon: KWTS-FM 91.1 / 6 a.m. -
9 a.m. hours

Carthage: KGAS-AM 1590 / 6:46 a.m.,
KGAS-FM 104.3 / 6:46 a.m.

Center: KDET-AM 930 / 5:15 p.m.
Coleman: KSTA-AM 1000 / 5:15 p.m.

Co'.mbus: KULM-FM 98.3 / 7:20 a.m.

Co-nanche: KCOM-AM 1550 / 6:30 a.m.

Co-nmerce: KETR-FM 88.9 / 10:15 a.m.

Corpus Christi: KEDT-FM 90.3 / 5:34
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p.m., KFTX-FM 97.5 / 5:35 a.m.

Crockett: KIVY-AM 1290 / 8:15 a.m.,
KIVY-FM 92.7 / 8:15 a.m.

Cuero: KVCQ-FM 97.7 / 8:20 a.m.

Dimmitt: KDHN-AM 1470 / 12:31 p.m.

Dumas: KMRE-FM 95.3 / 10:30 a.m.
KDDD-AM 800 / 10:30 a.m.

Eagle Pass: KINL-FM 92.7 / 7:15 a.m.

Eastland: KEAS-AM 1590 / 11:14 a.m.,
2:14 p.m., KEAS-FM 97.7 / 11:14 a.m. &
2:14 p.m.

El Campo: KULP-AM 1390 / 2:00 p.m.

Fairfield: KNES-FM 99.1 / 6:49 a.m.

Floresville: KWCB-FM 89.7 / 1:30 p.m.

Ft. Stockton: KFST-AM 86o / 12:50 p.m.,
KFTS-FM 94.3 / 12:50 p.m.

Freeport: KBRZ-AM 1460 /10:15 a.m. &
7:45 p.m.
Gainesville: KGAF-AM 1580 /
7:oo a.m.

Galveston: KGBC-AM 1540 / 1:45 p.m.
Hallettsville: KHLT-AM 1520 / 8:20 a.m.,
KTXM-FM 99.9 / 8:20 a.m.

Harlingen: KMBH-FM 88.9 / 4:58 p.m.

Hereford: KPAN-AM 86o / 2:50 p.m.,
KPAN-FM 106.3 / 2:50 p.m.

Hillsboro: KHBR-AM 1560 / 9:30 a.m.

Houston: KBME-AM 790 / 1:3o a.m.

Huntsville: KSHU-FM 90.5 / 11:55 a.m.

Jacksonville: KEBE-AM 1400 /
7:25 am.

Junction: KMBL-AM 1450 / 6:46 a.m. &
3:46 p.m., KOOK-FM 93.5 /
6:46 a.m. & 3:46 p.m.

Kerrville: KRNH-FM 92.3 / 5:31 a.m. &
12:57, 7:35 p.m.
Lampasas: KCYL-AM 1450 / 7:10 a.m.,
KACQ-FM 101.9 / 7:10 a.m.

Lubbock: KXTQ-AM 950 / TBA

Malakoff: KLVQ-AM 1410 / 6:45 a.m.

Marshall: KCUL-AM 1410 / 7:10 a.m.,
KCUL-FM 92.3 / 7:1o a.m.

McAllen: KHID-FM 88.1 / 4:58 p.m.

Mesquite: KEOM-FM 88.5 / 5:30 a.m. &
2:30, 8:30 p.m. M-Th. (5:30 a.m. & 4:45
p.m. Fr.)

Midland: KCRS-AM 550 / 6:43 a.m. &
6:43 p.m.

Mineola: KMOO-FM 99.9 / 5:10 p.m.

Nacogdoches: KSAU-FM 90.1 /3:00 p.m.

Ozona: KYXX-FM 94.3 / 12:09 p.m.

Palestine: KLIS-FM 96.7 / 6:20 a.m.

Pecos: KIUN-AM 1400 / 10:30 a.m.

Point Comfort/Port Lavaca: KAJI-FM
94.1 / TBA

Rockdale: KRXT-FM 98.5 / 5:04 a.m. &
5:50 p.m.

San Angelo: KUTX-FM 90.1 /
1:58 p.m. (12:58 p.m. Fr.)

San Antonio: KSTX-FM 89.1 /
9:04 p.m. Th., KENS-AM 1160 / 7:40
a.m., 12:30 & 5:45 p.m.

Seguin: KWED-AM 1580 / 7:55 a.m.

Sonora: KHOS-FM 92.1 / 12:09 p.m.

Sulphur Springs: KSST-AM 1230 /
4:45 p.m.
Texarkana: KTXK-FM 91.5 / TBA /
noon hour

Uvalde: KVOU-AM 1400 / 5:33 a.m.
KVOU-FM 105 / 5:33 a.m.

Victoria: KVRT-FM 90.7 / 5:34 p.m.,
KTXN-FM 98.7 / 6:45 a.m.

Waco: KBCT-FM 94.5 / 6:10 a.m.

Wichita Falls: KWFS-AM 1290 / 6:15 &
7:45 a.m.

Yoakum: KYKM-FM 92.5 / 8:20 a.m.

"Passport to Texas" is available
at no cost to stations across the
state. For information contact
Donna Endres at 512-454-1922,
fax 512-454-2552, or write to

P.O. Box 5966, Austin, Texas 78763,
e-mail <passport@io.com>.

Go Birding On Line!
JOIN THE

PASSPORT TO TEXAS
BIRD OF THE MONTH CLUB

passporttotexas.com/birds

THIS SERIES IS MADE POSSIBLE
IN PART BY A GRANT FROM

~ORP

Now on "Travel Texas"
Join host Joel Klein on "Travel Texas,"
KENS-AM 116o in San Antonio at
11:05 a.m. on the third and fourth
Thursdays of each month for more
about the stories in this issue of
Texas Parks & Wildlife. Hear
interviews with the authors, behind-
the-scenes information and more.

- C&O s rae 0j

Experience the fun and beauty of our
Hill Country Rivers. The headwaters of the
Guadalupe, Frio and Nueces await you
with feisty river bass and sunfish, amid
scenic surroundings.

Our certified fly fishing instructors are
available to refine your casting skills or to
carefully coach you in the basics to get you
started in this great sport

It's a great opportunity to hone those
flycasting skills before you take that trip of
a lifetime to some far flung destination.

Call today and let PICO design a trip
especially for you or your group.

PICO OUTDOOR COMPANY

1-800-256-5873
E-mail pico@pico-outdoor.com

www.pico-outdoor.com

p

Tim OUTDOOR MAGAZINE of TEXAs

Get FREE
Information From
Our Advertisers!

Simply circle the numbers corresponding
to the advertisers from whom you wish

to receive information on the reader
service card to the right of this page.

Drop the postage-paid card in the mail
and we'll do the rest!

1. Collectors Covey, pg. 5,
(800) 521-2403,
<wivww.collectorscovey.com>

2. C. Kirk Root Designs, pg. 10,
(800) 299-5475
<www.kirkrootdesigns.com>

3. Don Keller Prints, pg. 8,
(830) 665-2100

4. Spin-Cast Wildlife Feeders, pg. 69,
(800) 950-7807
<www.spincastfeeders.com>

5. Texas Hill Country River Region,
pg. 21,
(800) 210-0380,
<www.texashillcountryvacations.com>>
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Scientist invents
easy solution for
hard water problems
ClearWave is a revolutionary new product that
solves your home's hard water problems
without salt, chemicals or plumbing.

I recently moved in
to a new home, and I
was disappointed to
find that the water
pressure was not as
high as at my previ-
ous house. One of
my neighbors told
me the problem was

ClearWave helps hard water-that our
solve hard water water supply con-
problems in the tains lots of minerals,
entire system, like calcium and
including pipes, magnesium. This
water heaters, causes scales to build
shower heads up in pipes, appli-
and appliances. ances, fixtures and

even the water
heater. I asked him what he'd done about the
problem. That's when he told me about
ClearWave, a remarkable water conditioner
that helps reduce scale buildup and helps
prevent new scales from forming.

An innovative solution. ClearWave uses
the latest microprocessor technology to
electronically generate inaudible wave-
forms. They help keep calcium carbonate
particles, or scale, dissolved in the water.
The water treated by ClearWave contin-
ues to dissolve the scale as it flows
through the pipes. Over time, it helps
solve hard water problems in the entire
system, from the water heater and pipes
to appliances and shower heads. You'll
find yourself using less soap and deter-

gent, and your appliances will operate
more efficiently. ClearWave works with
all types of pipe and installs easily with
ordinary household tools.

No salt, no chemicals, no plumbing.
Pure water contains nothing but H2 0.
When it comes out of the ground, howev-
er, water is rich in a multitude of miner-
als, such as calcium and magnesium. In
the past, there have been three basic
methods used to control the problem of

hard water and scale formation. One
method is to remove the minerals
through ion exchange, using salt. A sec-

ond method involves adding chemicals,
such as phosphates, to the water. Both of

these methods change the makeup of the
water and require the homeowner to
continuously replenish the salts or chemi-
cals-as well as performing periodic
maintenance on the equipment. A third

method involves using magnets and electro-
static devices to cause electrical changes in
the water that affects the scaling chara-teris-
tics of the minerals. This method is sim lar to
that used by ClearWave, with an important
difference. The electric field generateci by
ClearWave is continually applied to the
water, while a magnetic field relies on
the movement of the water to produce
the changes.

What will happen. As soon as it s insla-led,
ClearWave starts to loosen existing scale in
both the hot and cold water systems. After
five days, the scale will begin to break
down and come off water heater elements
and tanks.

Most particles are microscopic and will
flow through your water system, but some
small, totally harmless particles may be visi-
ble in the water coming from the hot water
tap. After 10 days, it should be noticeably

Solve hard water problems

0.
The problem The solution

Hard water causes The ClearWave
scale build-up in water conditioner

pipes, water helps reduce scale
heaters, fixtures and build-up and helps

appliances. keep new scales
from forming.

easier to wipe clean ceramic, plastic glass
and metal surfaces. By now, the quantity of
bath soap, dish soap, laundry detergent and
laundry softering agents can be reduced.
Scale should have locsened on showerheads
and frequently used appliances that boil
watEr, like cofieemakars. After 16 days, the
scale in the weter heateI will have reduced to
the point that water should heat up more
quickly-with less energy needed :c achieve
the Desired temperature.

After one to two months, you sl-culd
notice a significant reduction in scaly crust
and stains in toilets or under faucets, and no
new crust should form. Mold that attaches to
scale on shower curtains will disappear for
gooi. Depending on -he water hardness in
the area, the full effects can take up 12 weeks,
especially if the system :as been heavily
scaled for many years.

Try it risk-free. Why put up with the mess
and hassle of -ard water deposits when
there's a simple, affordable solution.
ClearWave cones with a three-year mrnanufac-
turer's limited warranty and TechnoScout's
exclusive risk-free home trial. If you are not
satisfied for any reason, simply return it
within 90 days for a full 'No Questions
Asked" refund.

Where high tech his home
For years, we have found high tech
sol tions from the inncvators ar d
brought then directly to you... months
be-ore they were avai able in stores.
Novi. TechnoScout.com is the high-tech,
low-stress way to a bet-er life.

Yes. I wan to experience the benefits of
softer nater!

ClearWave Water C>nditioner
Three credit card payments of
...................... $66.50 $ 2 S&H
Not available in Florida and Wisconsin.

Please mention; product code 9382-19638.
For fastest service, ca I toll-free 24 hocrs a day

800-992-2966 ME EE
To order by nail, srard check or -roney order fcr the total
amco t including S&H. To charge it to your credit card,
enclse your accomn, numnber auc' expiration crae.
Virginia residents only-please include 4.51 sales tax.

A comtrad Indastries comony

1998 Ruffin Mill Road
Colonial Heights, Va 23334

/
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MAIL CALL

(Continuedfrom page 10)

TACO SOUP IN A CROCK POT

Ingredients:

1 pound ground venison

1 small onion, chopped

4 ounces chopped green chilies

1 tsp. salt

1 package taco seasoning mix

1 package ranch-style dressing mix

1 1 4 -ounce can hominy

3 cans stewed tomatoes, fresh

1 can kidney beans

1 can pinto beans

1 %2 cups water.

Directions:

Do not drain any liquids from canned
goods. Mix all ingredients together in a
large crock-pot and let it go. You can
start this in the morning in the camper
and supper is ready when you come in
at dark. Great with crackers, cornbread
or biscuits!

Mary Magnuson
Sumner

GUMBO LEDOUX

Ingredients:

1 bunch green onions, chopped

1 large onion, chopped

1 large bell pepper, chopped
%2 bunch celery, chopped

1 large link of smoked deer sausage

1 large slice of coarsely chopped

ham

4 cans okra gumbo mix

Directions:

Cook in a 12-quart pot. Boil (ducks or
geese) in water until the meat almost
falls off the bones. Reserve water.
Remove skin and debone meat. Slice
meat in bite sized parts.

Make roux from four Tablespoons
bacon drippings and four Tablespoons
flour. Brown flour carefully on LOW
heat, stirring often and making sure not
to scorch. When caramel color, set
aside to cool. Brown onion, bell pepper
and celery in a little oil. Add sausage
and ham; cover with a little duck stock
and cook 20 minutes. Add the rest of
stock, fold in the roux, then add the
four cans of gumbo mix. Add
duck/goose meat. This is the time to
add additional spices such as ¼4 cup of
parsley, two teaspoons garlic powder, 8

cup Worcestershire sauce, seasoning salt
and red pepper to taste. Cook about
two hours on low, stirring often.

Serve with rice. No fild is necessary.

Wally Bircher
Heuston

VENISON STEW

Ingredients:

2 pounds stew meat, 1-inch cubes

1 large onion, sliced

1 clove garlic, minced
/2 cup ketchup
2 tsp. Worcestershire sauce

2 tsp. salt

2 tsp. paprika
%2 tsp. dry mustard

1 cup water
4 cup flour

Directions:

Place meat in slow cooker. Cover with
sliced onion. Add all remaining
ingredients except water and flour.
Dissolve flour in water and add last.
Cook 9-10 hours on low. Serve over
noodles.

Darlene Christianson
Black River Fads, WI

VENISON PARMESAN

Ingredients:

1 pound boneless venison steak

/4 to %2 tsp. garlic salt

/2 cup dry Italian bread crum s

hot, cooked noodles

2 eggs
/4 cup water

%2 cup all-purpose flour

4 cup olive oil or vegetable oIl

8 tsp. pepper

6 slices Mozzarella cheese

/2 cup Parmesan cheese

1./2 cups spaghetti sauce

snipped fresh parsley (optional)

Directions:

Cut meat into six pieces; pound with a
meat mallet to tenderize. Sprinkle with
garlic salt and pepper. Combine bread
crumbs and the Parmesan cheese in a
bowl. In another bowl, beat eggs with
water. Dip both sides of meat into
flour, then into egg mixture. Then dip
both sides of meat into the bread

crumb and Parmesan mixture;
refrigerate for 20 minutes. Heat oil in a
large skillet and brown meat on both
sides.

Place in a greased 13"x9"x2" baking

pan. Spoon two Tablespoons spaghetti

sauce over each piece; cover with

mozzarella and top with remaining

spaghetti sauce.

Bake uncovered at 350° for 30

minutes, or until meat is tender. Serve

over noodles and garnish with parsley.

Yield 6servings.

Lacey Tlustos
Bryan

FRIED SQUIRREL
(A staple of early Texas
settlers)

Ingredients:

2 young squirrels that have not bred

OR 2 old squirrels that have been

boiled until tender

2 cups flour

2 tsp. salt

2 tsp. pepper

bacon drippings

Directions:

Cut squirrels into six pieces: two back
legs, two front legs, upper and lower
back. Soak pieces in milk. Combine
salt, pepper and flour. Roll pieces in
flour mixture and set in hot drippings.
Fry until brown. Serve with biscuits,
syrup and white cream gravy.

Lindsey Tlustos
Corsicana

Sound off for "Mail Call!"
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine

welcomes letters from our readers.
Please include your name, address
and daytime telephone number.
Write to us at Texas Parks &

Wildlife magazine, 3000 South IH
35, Suite 120, Austin, TX 78704.

Fax us at 512-707-1913.
E-mail us at

<magazine@tpwd.state.tx.us>.
Subscribe at <tpwmagazme.com>.
We reserve the right to edit lettersfor

length and clarity.

DECE M B E R 2000166
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Goods and Services for the Outdoor Enthusiast

M A R K E T P L A C E
C \_ F 0 MOl`-` IN 'ORMATION & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 512-912-7003

I I

Aqut~is te GiP)],, i ilkled

with rich chocolate pecen pralies . .
perfect for hcli'tay gtftgiving!

S :,all us far a free blathure
0rz Feel 1-800-419-2056

Co ectioners Wesr nationo le!
in La range, Texas www k ysweeI.cm

The Best Pecan Toffee In Texas!! Fcr our
sto-y and pictures visit cur web-ste.
www.teffeeco.con

Beef Jerky. Deicious Texas Lean Beef Jerky,
Chickasaw Trad ,g Co. Call to order.
www.texaslean.com
8oo-848-3515 (fax) 8o6-592-3460

Texas Historical Flags Any fag of any k{ind.
Custozn flags an-c flagpols.

www.eagLe-mtn.com 800-385-5605

wiww.BuyTexasOnline.com
Free Catalog 800-273-6389

Guitars & Cadillacs is the cccntry's la-gest retail- of spe-
cialty Texas gifts and apparel. Oar unique cllectio-
incluces 'Original Texas C ctiing," staired glass, ewelr"
linens, and "Made n Texas' gourme: foods, salsas, an:
h)t sauces. Our "--xas in a Basket" gft baske:s can b-
custor designed and shipped tie sane day.

/I ( {{

Brigette's Botanicals
Herbal skincare products, oils, bubble baths,

gift baskets & BUZZZOFF repellent.

All Natural, Perfect Gifts

Community.webtv.net/b-botanicals/

512-443-5145

UNIQUE TEXAS COOKBOOK

LIMITED EDITION

SOUTH TEXAS RECIPES AND HISTORY

WONDERFUL RESTORED PHOTOGRAPHS &
DELIGHTFUL MEMORIES A TREASURE FOR

THE DISTINGUISHED COLLECTOR

PHONE: 504-398-0059
WEBSITE: http://www.cookbookbyeleanori

EMAIL: cookbookbyeleanor@worldnet.att.net

VISIT

jefly.com
FREDRICKSBURG, TX - PARIS

NEW YORK - MILAN - LOS ANGELES

PERSONALIZED BOOTJACKS
Brand initials, logo or name
burned in leather footplate.

Bronze, aluminum, or cast iron metal base.
Leather strapping on yoke protects boot.

A Quality, hand-crafted personal gift.
Crawford & Company

Box 126 Uvalde, TX 78802
Call to order or Free Brochure. MC & Visa

Toll Free 1-888-301-1967

Gift for Campers, Travelers, Tours
Software to organize trip packing:

Create lists with Packlist for Windows
Print lists for each family member or group member.

Need at least Win 95, Pentium or equiv., diskette drive.
Info: e-mail alrodger@texas.net or (512) 858-7048

530 postpaid in USA. check or m/o (Texans add $2.10 tax)
LRodgers, 611 Oakw e
Dripping Springs. TX 78620

YOUR online guide to
Whitetails, Mule Deer, P'ronghorn, Auodad,

Dove Quail. Ducks. eese, Fheasant
Javelina, reral Hogs, Russian Soar,

lBobcat Coyote, Fox, Mountain Uon, & Exotics.

WWW.DEERTEXAS.COM

UniquelyTexas.com Texas gifts, flags, foods,
T-shirts, caps, cookbooks, weathervanes, funish-
ings, cigars, Jack-o-lopes and other unique Texas
products.
www.UniquelyTexas.com

Duck Stamp Prints
Texas Duck Stamp Prints,

Texas Saltwater, Texas Quail,
Texas Wild Turkey,

GCCA, Federal
John Cowan Prints

All Years

P.0 BOX 11056 • SPRI(. TEXAS 77391 1056

(281) 370-6945 • Serving Texas Collectors Since 1980
www.charliesgallery.com

TEXAS
MINT_

4 2000 -

Texas Millennium Dollar
1 o .999 Silver Proof-like Coin $22.95
1 oz .999 Gold Numbered

Limited Edition Coin $395.00
Silver Bezel $17.50
Silver 18" Diamond Cut Necklace $24.50

Texas Residents 8.25% Tax
Shipping & Handling $2.95

Texas Mint 2000 P.O. Box 1371 Whitney, TX 76692
Toll Free: 1-877-839-6468 www.TexasMint2000.com

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 6



I TEXA GIFTIDEA PR Q DU C T S AND S E R V 'C S

'Texiis Flag (28"H x 40"W)

First Repub it of Texas Flag ;2SH x 40"W)

1824

Alarao Flag (23"H x 4'VW

COME AND TAKE IT.

Gonzales Flag (28'H x 40' W)

Sarah Dodson Flag (19"H x 48"W)

Antiqued' Texas Flags Fra'ned in Barnwood.
An Impress-ve RE producti Dn by Texas Ardts
George Za s Y'our Purchase is an I-zvestment

in the P-esernation of Texas History.

Buy 3 or more $149.00 Each
Buy 2 S159.00 Each Plus $10.00

Buy 1 S169.00 Each ge-i-em

Twelve Gauge Flags are made >f 100%c Cotton,
USA, Gn. spec. Flag Ma-rial. Buy Di-ect.

Original Designer aid Manunctur r. 715-4-6563

www.twelvegauge.com
1511 B ngle Stite D7 Hcus-os, TX '7055

Toll Free 1-877-465-6563

Your own
weather forecaster

POCKET GUIDE TO THE
BRUSH COUNTRY

1 1 PLANTS AND ANIMALS OF SOUTH TEXAS

• Perfect handbook
for birders, hunters, hikers

• Useful throughout
southern Texas

• Written for the
amateur naturalist.

• Fully illustrated,
100+ color photos.

- Fits in your jeans or
day pack.

• Price: 19.95 plus $2.75
shipping/handling.
Texas residents add sales
tax of $1.75.

To Order Call roll-tree 1-877-839-2629 orsend a
check to:

Firewheel Media
P.O. Box 3441

visa/lc Midland, TX 79702

LAND AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Practical, effective, and sustainable solutions
for your land management needs.

• Habitat evaluation and management
• Wildlife co nts, censuses & surveys
• Prescribed ire plans
• Pond design & construction management
• Native 3 erotic vegetation management
• 5edimentat-on and erosion control
• GIS and G 'S services
• Wildlife management use property tax assistance

1-512-327-1180

LooMIS-AUSTIN, INC.
www.loomisaustin.com

Custom enlarged laminated
photomaps & CDs from $59

o a www.balboamaps.com
(800)262-3023

• Mo-itortemperature,
bar-metric pressure,
UV, humidity, wind, rain, and more.

" On-screen graphing for every sensor.

• Wireless or cabled, starting at just $495!

Order now, or ask for your FREE catalog.

Davis Instruments
3465 Diablo Ave, Hayward, CA 94545
800-678-3669 • www.davisnet.com

Bentonite clay is a natural,

non-toxic, swelling clay
recommended by State and

Federal agencies.

For price call:

Hill Country
Sodium Bentonite
1-800-340-2381

8 DECEMBER 2000

G A ME FE E DE RS
• FEEDERS-many types-

capacity-5 gal up to 85 ,al
#+ - • CONTROLLERS- Digi al, 24 hr

quartz clock, photocell
• CHARGERS-solar, 115 volt

BATTERIES-6 volt or 22 volt c
- • ACCESSORIES- funne.s,varment

guards, leg kits, etc.
"Repairs-(all major brc "zds)

• Warranty- 3 years
• FREE CATALOG MAGNUM

(281)-261-0803 HUNTING PRODUCTS
www.mag-hunt-pro.com 9 » r

1`19 Brand Lane, Stafford, TX 77477

New Vantage Pro
Weather Stations

• Quick-view icons show
the forecast at a glance.

• Moving ticker tape
display gives more
det ils.
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SUPER SAND -M SItCE HEIGHTS BIG-MAC Feeders
Guaranteed Fij"ears! 19. 3 102, 13,

15,17 & 20 Ft.
Eye Level Parts

All binds Femotes
complete with camo Covers Raotes

sliding windows & Roat /attartes
carpe, lags <Avalable J .-S3r Panel
and ladder Repairs

(4xux' 5 ft. shown;A st e55Gtoa5 .
0
Ol

1 
.Adjustable / 50 Gat. - Rear

14 '0. Trpod
Winch Feeder

AVALABLE "BOSS" Tripod Shown
4x4 and 4x€ mod=; Patntec Excl 0 ive Splt Beam .eg
6 '1. ihru 20 ft. hegrts Top Closes 0,wn! Design 3reates the Strongest Also Avatoble:
Ground S-ands Most F igid -riod Stand on 50 te Fhre 75e lb. Capacities
Builders hatn the Market Ladet eedets Tollgate Feece-s

Protein Feeders

ahs-I anc 14M re 75 ' 0 a 734152

7e FIRST 14 % .. .. O-JF. 35+ YEAR

H .. .RST e74e:tAL..
SINCE THE EARLY 1960's

PaetAppl 7- 1-63

A-.TOMATIC - Grnme & Fish Issued 7-20-65 PROVEN TO LAST

E0 100, 250, 300, 350, 50
& -,000 lb. Capac ties T S m , l D dTIMERS - S mple, Duranle 3 Dependable

P-OTEIN - Free
Choice & Automat c
1.C00 & 300 lb.

F=ED WH LE DRIV -'13
Receiver Hitch or
Tailgate

~.0'

R- 3 BOX 53 - COfRFUS CHRISTI, TX 76415
33 -855-0049 FA .61-855-0185

VWW.Z-SCAPES.COM LEHMAN

- Quartz Sol d State
- Dig tal
- Timer-Motor KITS
- Accessories, include virni :r-pod,

Bateries ... Solar

QUAL & TU KEY - Non-Mechanical

AUGER LOADERS
- Utility Receiver Hitch Modal
- Hycraulic Honda Engine Driver

VISA - t/C 3 YEAF WARRANTY QUALIT'/S SERVICE

Own a Week on the Great TX Coastal
Eirding Trail-right on the Beach!

Spectacular bircing & fishing
1&2 Bdrm. Units, fully furnished. RCI & II

Exch. $ 100-1500. 888-652-7696

1755 acre ranch in the rolling Hill Country
of Central Texas. Gooc improvements. Lots

of wildlife. Hunting cabin. S985/acre.
Frontage on US 377. Curtis Jordan, broker

512-328-5020
E-trail: jcj-austex@worldnet.att.net

HERITAGE
BUILDING SYSTEMSo

Established 1979
8 0 0- 6 4 3- 5 5 5 5

BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
30 x 40 x 10 ................................... $4,889
40 x 60 x 12 .................................... $7,595
50 i 75 x 14 .................................... $11,695
60 x 100 a 16 .................................. $18,295
80 a 100 x 16 w/col ....................... $21,995

Commercial all steel buildings and component parts
from Americas largest distributor since 1979. Any
size is available featuring easy bolt up rigid frame
design for industry, office, mini-storage, shop, farm
and all scel homes. Call us today for a free informa-
tion package and quote on the best buildings made.

TEX.793 PAR0 s / ILD I , 9"* "

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE

SH ING' *

B C South -exas Guide Service
Trout • Redfish • Flounder • Black Drum

-. Baffin Bay
FREE LODGING

AVAILABLE UPON
REQUEST

Rt 3 Box 475 Alice, -X 78332
_ www.ftshing-baffinbay.com

361 668 61 1 ( , I M -1M I l me •it (361) 739-7817 Mobile

Wee hecn ing;
Lehanl Auto-
matic Feeders for
iars aed cwe rI

ratisi ed worl their
durahility anc low
mainenan 

NOLAN RYAN



* Historic and O Hospitality Accommodations

@Se( /~ki~

of Texas (HAT) includes

the state's finest historic

bed & breakfasts, coun-

try inns, g esthouses

and distinctive hotels.

The HAT seal of
approval means that the property is not only

beautiful but unique, sparkling clean and
full of Texas ciarn For a fu1 li sng of

HAT ccom htraodins iI # a
wwwhorg orcall 1 800.1

THIS MONTH'S INNSIDER CHOICE

is Rockport's landmark Hoopes' Hou,,

in the heart of the downtown district.

Built in the 1890s, this magnificent
Victorian Bed & Breakfast has been
meticulously restored to its original

splendor. The house is listed in the
National Register of Historic P1Bc-

THE HooPEs' HousE

417 North Broadway
Rockport, TX 78382

(800) 924-1008
www.hoopeshouse.com

Lill HEOOE ROUT o
RC'OCKFORT

:um.zumauaEin w,u 'in' wmumw UUWiUK

* HooDoo Cafe & Guest House "Hidden Get-a-
Way" - Texas Mrathly.
www.ArtTX.com 915- 347-6625

* Ant Street Inn "One of the best B&B's in
Texas" - Southern Living.
www.antstreetini corn 800-329-4943

* Mariposa Ranch Cabins, fireplaces, Jacuzzis-
for-two, "Enchan-ed Evening packages
Southern Living

www.mariposaranch.com 977-647-4774

* Meyer B&B Or Cypress Creek, Hi l Country,
Mid 1800's Stage Stop, Texas Landmark

888-995-61oo

* Heather's Glen B&B
Restored Victorian Mansion.
www.heathersglen.com 8ao-65-JAMIE

D E IO

* Villa Del Rio Hi, toric Mexico border Nilla, lush
acreage, by Texas' oldest winery.
www.v tladeirio.com 800-995-1887

* Schildknecht-Weidenfeller House 1870's
German limestor e house in Historic Diarrict.
Private. Accomn-cdates one-ten in cne ;arty.
Antiques, handmade quilts. Fireplace, :ella:, porch.
www.schildknecht.com 830-997-5612

* The Luckenbach Inn Bed & Breakfast
"Go Back Well-Fed & Rested." Fireplaces,
whirlpool tubs, country breakfast.
www.luckenbachtx.com 800-997-1124

* Settler's Crossi-ig
"One of America's Top 10 Bed and Breakfasts"
-Travel & Leisure magazine. Fireplaces, antiques,
jacuzzis.
www.sattLerscrossing.com 8oo-874-1o2o

* Hoffman Haus Fredericksburg's mcst beautiful
guest I-ouseTM. Fr vacy and luxury. Eleven
antique-filled cottages. Great Hall accommo-
dates 50-75, weddirngs, receptions, corporate
retreats. 15% discount Monday-Thursday.
Breakfast to your door.
www.hoffmanhaus~com Soo-899-1672

* Das Garten Haus Traditional B&B with
exceptional breakfasts, helpful hosts, private
suites. New Orleans style courtyard and gardens.
www.dasgartenhaus.com 800-416-4287

FREDERICKSBURG TRADITIONAL
BED & BREAKFASTS

Hill Country Hospitality and Style

1-800-494-HOST
www.fredericksburgtrad.com

* Texas Stagecoach Inn Miles from nowhere,
in the middle of the surrounding country...
www.bbhost.com/txstagecoachinn

888-965-6272

* The Gage Hotel A historical treasure in a
legendary setting. 37 traditionally decorated
rooms, landscaped courtyards, year-round
swimming and in-room fireplaces.

8oo-884-GAGE

* Hunter Road Stagecoach Stop Enjoy Texas
hospitality and history at an 1850's Pioneer
Homestead nestled amidst antique roses and
herbs. For reservations 800-201-2912

* Castle Avalon Romantic bed and breakfast and
fine dining restaurant surrounded by 160 acres
of Texas Hill Country.
www.castleavalon.com 877-885-4780

R O '3KPO'

HOOPEs' HOUSE
ROCKPORT, TEXAS
800-924-1008
www.hoopeshouse.comj

NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOME.
EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH.
FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED. CALL FOR BROCHURE.

C 0 ODA S

Bastrop-Moonshadow Cabins Romantic get-
away, piney wood, 2bedroom/1bath, fireplace,

kitchen, hot tub.

wwwmoonshadowcabins.com 88

Kerrville-Turtle Creek Lodge. Sleeps 2- 18,
creek swimming, fishing, peaceful, chilcren/pets
welcome.

www.turtlecreeklodge.ccm 210-828-0377

KNOLLE FARM AND RANCH
Bed, Barn, and Breakfast

Upsca e inr on histo-i: ranch near Corpus Christi.

Superb birdwatching, horseback riding, canoeing,
fishing, goermet mean and picnics.

(512) 547-2546 • www.knolle.com

Pit:sburg, TX-Cozy Cabin Rental Great for
fan-ily ~un or romantic getaway.
www.benbrad.con 903-856-6839

Rio Frio Lodging F.rnished vacation homes &
cabins n the Hill Cr ntry. Birding & Nature
Tours.
www.friolodging.con 830-966-2320

Lake Sam Rayburn/Swann Hotel B&B.
Fishing, Boaing, Birdwatching. Full Breakfast.
www.swannhotel.co-n 877-489-9717

San Antonio- Adams House. King William
Historic D~strict, Riverwalk, trolley, antiques,
full breakfas-.
www.san-antonio-texas.com Boo-666-4810

Weslaco-Tropical B & B.
Full Breakfas:; Wildlife Refuge Parks; Mexican
Shopping.
troFlcalb-b@juno.com 9 56-958-96 4 6

Terlingua Ranch Resort Adjoins Big 3end
National Park. motel, RV, campsites, restaurant,
pool. Quiet :err.ote, peaceful.
www.terlinguaranch.com 915-371-2416

Historic Sierra Mc-tel EST 1939.
Accommodations, Ran:h Tours, Bird & Game
Viewing. Beauti ul Mountain Scenery.
Box 417, Sierra Blarca. TX 79851
email: 'ames@sbint.ret
www.sierrablancamoteL.com 8oo-960-3705

Hummer House. Largest hummingbird =eeding/
nes-ing site. Observation roorr viewing birds,
dee:, turkey. Dan Brown, Box 555, Christoval, TX
76935. For information please call 877-255-2254

Hill Country Outdoor Adventures Year
Roi_nd Birding and WJldlife Nature Tours

888-326-2226 www.friolodg'ng.comiadventures 830-966-2320

0 DECEMBER 2000
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MEX CO/TEXA5
by Escorted Motorcoach

Harlingen, McAllen Departures

Award-winning bus tours to Yucatan, B E Ng !
Monterrey, Mexico City, Oaxaca, San A

Miguel de Allende, Copper Canyon,
Big Bend, San Antonio and more. ! # '

FREE CATALOG j
"The Trusted Name in Travel Since 1948"

SANBORN'S V 'IA NeverOpdUasterorrodeatrail?tdesntmat 1-877BIG BEND
(800) ' ter! 1h minute you step nto Luc:crbach yu The complete information resource

become party of :he west. ListE n to pickin under the for the Big Bend area
PA * trees. Twc-step to a Texas bEndP Or jt tip your

chair )zck and relax [by the ripplin' wat?- Who knew
cowboym' could )e this easy?

K ~Give is a holler at 888-311-8990 o" tisit us at O f
www.lickeolbachtexas.com to °nd out more about PFsio*Brdg*Ae trwha!'s mapening in Luckenbach. hFishing • Bircling • Acdventures AG E

I-0 -W PD LE L ODGE & ATURE PARK

Large Selection of Canoes, Ad space available 940 acres of Texas Hill Country,
Kayaks, Paddles, Accessories MRUl4RY & MARCH Lodge & Conference Center,

SouthWest PaddleSports Camping, Astronomy and
Sales•RentalsSLessnsTnps Vanishing Texas River Cruise.

www.paddlesports.com -eigh Anne Jackson canyonoftheeagles.com

512-912-70C8

EocmnO
Results in as little as 5 days

"The kit is identical to one my friend paid
a dentist $600 for and actually worked faster"

White Brilliance is the professional-quality teeth -,l"/teninn system from Americanr
Dental Supply that removes stains and discoloration quickly, safely and naturallyt.
by Tyler Mennus

Many people become disappointed after
trying the drug store variety of whitening
toothpastes that take forever. Others have
spent their fortunes at their dentists in search
of a professional product that can quickly
and effectively restore brightness. Dentists
sell their system nationwide for an average
price of $300 to $600. White Brilliance is a
teeth whitening formula identical to the
system the professionals use, at a fraction of

Everything you need for whiter, brighter teeth

The White Brilliance Teeth Whitening Kit
is safe and easy to use. You get three
Custom Mold Trays, 1 Tray Storage Case,

six Gel Applicators of 160/
r Carbamide Peroxide and

an instruction booklet.
This kit is identical to the

.; system many dentists use
' to remove discoloration

food stains.

-he ccst. White Brilliarce should not be
confused with the inexpensive bkeaching k<i-s
.hat cal:ain harsh abrasives. This revolution-
ary system does a lasting :ob that is quick
and not harmful to tocth enamel

Proven effective. The American ental
Association has appro,,ed teeth vihitening
-nroducts containing a viscosity gel of
Between 10% and 22% of the comoaund
Carbarn-de Peroxide. Whi-e Brilliance con-
-ains a substantial -6%. This high_-potency
Carbarnde Peroxide is the only ingredient
-3roven effective in whitening teeth. Also
dentists do not use a toothpaste., but they
-mold t-jy3 for the patient in thei- office a.1_
give the patient the syringes to take home.
The Wh-te Brilliance Kit lEts the consume:
-mold th,e trays at home. T-,e procedure arnd
-ngredienis are identical. -he price is not.

Try it risk-free. White Brilliance comes withZ
Techrc~cout's exclusive risk-free trial. If you
are not satisfied for any reason, simply return
-he unusedA portion wi-hir 30 dayas for a full
*'No Questions Asked' refund.

Call today! XAhiter teeth are onlN 5 days awvav!

Wher hig ~T~ech h~Iits homeai~w~
For years, we have found high tech solutions
from the innovators and brought them directly
to you... months before they were available in
stores. Now, Techno~cout.com is the high-tech,
low-stress way to a better life.

White Brilliance Teeth Whitening System
......... $79.95 $11.95 S&H

R/Iease mention product code 10472-19639.
For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-997-7999 6EiA
c order ny mai/ send h or oere o h oa

amount includingS&H. Tocagittyorceicad
encnose your account number and explratlon oate.
Virginia residents only-p/ease include 4.5% sa/es tax.

THE LIFESTYLE RESOURCES
1998 Ruffin Mill Road

Colonial Heights, Virginia 23834

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 7
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC CELEBRATION OF PEOPLE, PLACES AND FISH AROUND THE GULF COAST

N

V EW THE GULF'S 1,200-MILE COASTLINE from a
fisherman's perspective with ENGULFED, A Photographic
Celebration of People, Places and Fish Around the Gulf
Coast by Texas photographer, David J. Sams. This incred-
ibly ush coffeetable book captures the essence of the
relationship between fishermen and their catch on the
shores of five states.

This is the perfect gift book or personal treat for every
fisherman and those who just love the allure of the Gulf
of Mexico. Available n specialty stores in November
2000 and through the trade bookstores January 2001.

David J. Sams is the contributing photographer for

Field & Stream. He also regularly contributes to Texas
Parks & Wildlife and Ducks Unlimited magazines. His
work has been published in Newsweek, Forbes, Time,
Reader's Digest and the New York Times magazine.
Sams' wcrk has earned him a nomination for the Pulitzer
Prize. His first book about fishing the Gulf Coast, Fly
fishing the Texas Coast: Backcountry Flats to Bluewater,
was published in1999 and is now in its third printing.

9" x 12" hardcover; full color throughout. © 2000,
David J. Sams. Retail price $39.95; books autographed by
the photographer, books $50 each. Please add $5 per
book S&H. Texas -esidents, please add 8.25% sales tax.

PLEASE CALL 214-361-227 TO ORDER. PHONE ORDERS. MASTERCARDAND VISA ONLY,
PLEASE SEND MAIL ORDERS (CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY) TO TEXAS INPRINT

PHOTOGRAPHY. 8588 NW PLAZA OR. SUITE #315 DALLAS, TX 75225
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